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Sarah Mann, College Librarian, October 2022.
‘A’ Series – Publications (Overview)

Large grey boxes (see below for greater detail)

**Box A1 contains**: Some of David Nicholls’ (DN) articles, reviews, Hulsean lectures, correspondence, secondary sources, miscellanea.

**Box A2 contains**: Haiti materials, including articles, parts of *Dessalines to Duvalier*, French and Spanish translations, correspondence.

**Box A3 contains**: Reviews of *Deity and Domination*, and *Dessalines to Duvalier*; third edition of *Dessalines to Duvalier*; reviews of *The Pluralist State* and *Three Varieties of Pluralism*; correspondence, outlines, notes and parts of manuscript pertaining to the above.

**Box A4 contains**: Papers pertaining to DN’s visit to Valencia in 1995; writings by R.H. Roberts and related materials; writings by the members of Developing a Social Hope (DASH); *Faith and the Future*; notes, correspondence, articles, etc.

**Box A5 contains**: Papers from the 1950s, including: extensive Figgis materials (biographical, quotations from his writings, etc.); DN’s undergraduate notes and PhD thesis; extensive quotations from philosophical, political and theological works.

**NOTE:**

Some photocopies of published articles have been removed from the archive. Details of the articles have been included in the lists below to enable researchers to locate them if required.
Box A1

Folders: overview of contents (see below for further detail):

Blue (i) – Miscellaneous and various publications by David Nicholls

Blue (ii) – contains photocopies of articles by DN

Orange – some of DN’s early papers and reviews, with some miscellanea

Yellow – Hulsean lectures

Cream – DN’s professional correspondence

Small brown folder – photocopies of secondary sources, and some notes by DN

Blue (i) – Miscellaneous and various David Nicholls publications

- Typescript by David Nicholls: obituary of Father John Neville Figgis (1866–1919), historian, philosopher and Anglican priest
- Third World Book Review, vol. 1, nos. 4 and 5, 1985
- Typescript: ‘L.A. & Caribbean Contemporary Record: Haiti 1986–7’ by DN, annotated by unknown editor – discusses the provisional government, the popular movement, the economy, the new constitution, religion, and general political matters
- Typescript of article by DN, ‘Images of God and the State’ – discusses the relationship between politics and conceptions of God
- Typescript of short article on Haiti by DN, 1969, untitled, beginning ‘Haiti is remarkably isolated in the Caribbean’
- Typescript of article by DN, ‘Holding the Purse Strings: Women in Haiti’, 1981 – gives an overview of Haitian women’s roles in family, economy, culture and politics
- Photocopy of article by DN, ‘Los Arabes en el Caribe: Republica Dominicana, Haiti y Trinidad’, in Anthropologia Socio-cultural
- Hemisphere Report, June/July 1970, University of the West Indies – with article by DN ‘On Controlling the Colonels’, p. 3 – discusses the control of the military by the civilian authorities of Haiti
- Article on Haiti by DN, ‘Poorest nation of the Western world’, reprinted from the Geographical Magazine, 1977
- Photocopy of article by DN, ‘Recognising the social and political imagery of the liturgy’, in The Times, Saturday 16 August 1980
- Caribbean Review, vol. 13, no. 1, 1984
- The Geographical Magazine, May 1979
Regent’s Park College

David Nicholls Memorial Collection

- *Caribbean Societies*, vol. 2., by the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University of London, 1985
- Photocopy of pp. 12–19 of *Australian Left Review*, September 1992
- *New World*, 1969, vol. 5, nos. 1–2, with a review by DN ‘Writings on Haiti’ on p. 77

**Blue (ii)** – photocopies of articles by DN

- Photocopy/proof of article by DN, ‘Trinity and Conflict’ in *Theology*, Jan/Feb 1993

**Orange** – some of DN’s early papers and reviews, with some miscellanea

- Article by DN, ‘A Short and Easy Method with Mr Cowling’ in *Cambridge Review* (February 1960) – review of ‘Political Practice and Political Science’ by Maurice Cowling, which is included, as is Cowling’s response to DN’s review
- Article by DN, ‘A Bill of Divorcement’ in *Prism*, January 1959 – discusses the Church and the establishment
- Four sides from *Prism*, August 1960, with various articles including ‘Tolerating Tolerance’, a review by DN of *Roman Catholicism and Religious Liberty* by A.F. Carrillo de Albornoz
- Review by DN titled ‘Self and Determination’, of *Human Freedom and Responsibility* by Frederick Vivian, in *Prism*, May 1965
- Letter by Frederick Vivian to the editor who published DN’s review of Vivian’s book *Human Freedom and Responsibility*; Vivian defends himself against DN’s charge that his book is ‘immoral’
- Letters to the Editor of *Church of England Newspaper*, 15 December 1961 – includes a letter by DN titled ‘Readers Reorganised’
- Article by DN titled ‘Ecumenical Encounter’ in *Faith and Unity*, autumn 1961 – briefly describes a three-day conference between Catholics and Protestants of various kinds, which DN helped to organise
- Article by DN titled ‘Principles & Persons’ in *Record*, summer 1964, in which he argues that the ‘new theology’ is rife with ‘confusion of thought and looseness of expression’
- Article in *The Church of England News*, 11 September 1959, featuring an account by DN of the thirty-fourth Church Union Summer School of Sociology
- Article by DN, ‘Holy Church and Unholy Churches’ in (?) *Faith and Unity*, September 1966,
- Interview with DN in *Anglican Review*, June 1966, in which he discusses his appointment to a lectureship in government
Regent’s Park College
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- Review by DN in Theology, December 1958, of four publications ‘from the Congregationalist quarter’
- Article by DN on Patrick Devlin’s The Enforcement of Morals, in Prism, January 1960 – discusses morality, the state, and the Wolfenden Report
- Political article by DN, ‘Just about the Limit’, in Cambridge Opinion, March 1958 – includes additional handwritten comments
- Review in French by DN, of a new edition of The Kingdom of Christ by Frederick Denison Maurice, in Irenikon, March 1959
- Article by DN, ‘A Matter of Life and Death’, in Trinidad Guardian, 11 March 1968, in which he advocates the death penalty in specific circumstances
- Clipping from Trinidad Express, 26 September 1972, containing an article about Premier Robert L. Bradshaw on Haiti, and DN’s letter to the editor in response
- Article by DN, ‘Your God is Too Big’, in Prism, July 1961 – argues that the Church of England should be more ‘religious’
- Review by Donald MacRae of two books by DN, The Pluralist State and Three Varieties of Pluralism, in The Times Higher Education Supplement, 4 April 1975
- Short review by DN on Christ in Context, Divine Purpose and Human Possibility by Eugene TeSelle, in (?) Journal of Theological Studies (number unspecified)
- Interview with DN titled ‘The Black Panther’, in Beaver, 28 October 1965 – DN talks about social science students, politics and other issues
- University of Guyana newsletter, June 1970 – sent with compliments to DN; an article on p. 4, ‘Visitors on Campus’, includes biographical paragraph on DN
- Article by DN on Father Neville Figgis in The Franciscan News, summer 1960
- Review by DN of Maurice Cowling’s Mill and Liberalism, in Theology, April 1964
- Review by DN of Theology Encounters Revolution by J. Andrew Kirk, in Theology, March 1981
- Article by DN, ‘Writings About Haiti’, in New World, 1969 – consists of brief critical overviews of a variety of publications about Haiti

Yellow – Hulsean lectures
Note: the ‘J.N. DANBY Shakespeare’s on Nature’ does not appear in the folder, but there is a note by DN perhaps in connection with Lecture 8

1) Deity & Domination – Introductory Lecture (30 pages)
2) Welfare God & Parental State (29 pages)
3) Anarchists and Atheists (40 pages)
4) Autarkic State and Impassable God (25 pages)
5) Divine Providence and the Hidden Hand (30 pages)
6) The Newtonians (28 pages)
7) The Puritans (16 pages)
8) The King is Lord – Some patterns of kingship (25 pages)
9) Conclusion (3 pages)

Cream – DN’s professional correspondence, chiefly from periodicals acknowledging receipt of, rejecting and occasionally accepting DN’s articles (note: not in chronological order)

- Letter to DN from Routledge, concerning certain proofs, 18 January 1995
- Sheet with dictionary of editorial marks
- Letter to DN from Jim Kelly of Baltimore, concerning Kelly’s thesis on the Church in Haiti, 28 March 1990
- Letter to DN from Prof. Alistair Hennessy of the Centre for Caribbean Studies, University of Warwick, 1 July 1990
- A page with notes by DN, with heading ‘Ethnic Minorities in the (Contemporary) Caribbean’
- Letter to DN from Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, concerning certain errors in a recently published book by DN (Church and State in Britain since 1820), 21 November 1967
- Letter to DN from Beacon Press, rejecting DN’s ‘manuscript on political pluralism’, 24 July 1967
- Letter to DN from Thomas Y. Crowell Company, rejecting the same as above, and two other proposed books, 28 July 1967
- Letter from DN to P. Martin of the Bobbs Merrill Company, concerning the above book, 4 September 1967
- Incomplete draft of letter from DN to unknown recipient, concerning the book on political pluralism, 14 July 1967
- Letter from DN to Prof. J.W. Grove, Dept. of Political Studies, Queen’s University, Ontario, concerning the book on political pluralism, 10 March 1971
- Letter to DN from the above Prof. Grove, re: the book on political pluralism, 19 January 1971
- Letter from DN to the above Prof. Grove, re: political pluralism, 12 January 1971
- Letter from DN to Peter Carson of Harlow, Essex, concerning the book on political pluralism, 12 January 1971
- Letter to DN from Maurice Cranston of the London School of Economics and Political Science, expressing sympathy re: unfavourable publishers, 27 January 1972
- Letter from DN to Prof. Grove, concerning the political pluralism book, 28 April 1972
- Letter from DN to Allen and Unwin, offering ‘a book on the politics of contemporary Haiti’, 19 June 1968
- Three letters between DN and Sybil Lewis, managing editor of Caribbean Studies, 1972–3
- Further lengthy letter from Sybil Lewis, concerning two of DN’s articles, 9 May 1973
- Lengthy correspondence between DN and Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, concerning Church and State in Britain Since 1820, 1966–7. Included are two pages of handwritten notes by DN, presumably concerning the book
Letter to DN from *Political Quarterly*, rejecting an essay, 3 July 1973; a letter from DN to Prof. Bernard Crick of Birkbeck College, London, and a previous reply from his secretary, 1973

Correspondence between DN and Betsy Schmidt of Sage Publications, concerning DN’s ‘A Work of Combat: Mulatto Historians and the Haitian Past 1847–1867’, 1973

Correspondence between DN and John Harrison, the editor of the *Journal of Inter-American Studies & World Affairs*, concerning the same article as above, 1973

Letter to DN from Katherine Scardino of Sage Publications, re: the above, 19 June 1974

Letter to DN from Rhoda Blecker of Sage Publications, re: the above, 17 December 1973

Formal agreement between DN and Sage Publications, re: the above, 21 November 1973

Two letters to DN from Blackwell, March 1984, and one from October 1984

Letter to DN from the editor of RACE, concerning an article of DN’s, undated

Letter from Clive Barrett of the Anglican Pacifist Fellowship, asking for essays for a forthcoming publication, 18 May 1985

Letter from Blackwell concerning the above, 31 May 1985

Various letters to DN, 1985, concerning Gordon Lewis ‘Christian Socialism in Victorian England’, which DN evidently recommended for Clive Barrett’s publication

Letter from DN to Professor Grove of Queen’s University Ontario, 18 July 1971

Letter from DN to Maurice Cranston of the London School of Economics, 21 January 1972

Letter from DN to Professor Grove, 23 January 1972

Correspondence between DN and Longmans Green & Co. Ltd, concerning *Political Pluralism*, 1969

Two letters between DN and Bernard Crick, informal, December 1968 and April 1969

Two letters from DN to Prof. Grove and Longmans Green, 19 December 1968

Correspondence between DN and Prof. Grove, 1967–8, concerning *Political Pluralism*

Letter from DN to Maurice Cowling, Jesus College, 23 October 1968

Letter to DN from Patricia Skinner of CUP, 22 November 1968

Correspondence between DN and Longmans Green, concerning *Political Pluralism*, including formal publication agreement, 1971–2

Letter from DN to Allen and Unwin, concerning *Political Pluralism*, 9 February 1972

Letter of rejection from Allen and Unwin, 17 February 1972

Letter of rejection to DN from The Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, 15 May 1973

Correspondence between DN and British Overseas Airways Corporation, regarding a claim by DN for £22.50, 1973

Letter from DN to Ann Walsmsley of Longman, 17 September 1973

Letter to DN from Ann Walsmsley, 28 September 1973

Letter from DN to *The International Review of Social History*, offering an essay, 25 July 1973, and subsequent letter of rejection

Letter from DN to Trinidad and Tobago Telephone Co. Ltd, 24 August 1973 (2 copies)

Correspondence between DN and *History and Theory*, 1973

Correspondence between DN and *Monthly Review*, University of the West Indies, 1973

Correspondence between DN and Warwick University, concerning DN’s application for a lectureship in politics, 1973

Letter to DN from University of Queensland, concerning DN’s article ‘Group personality and political pluralism’, 1 March 1973

Correspondence between DN and *The Journal of Negro History*, 1973

Correspondence between DN and the University of Lancaster, concerning a lectureship in politics, 1973
Correspondence between DN and ISER, Jamaica, and DN and Third World Press, concerning a proposed book, 1973
Letter to DN from the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, with a probable rejection, 18 January 1973
Letter to DN from the same, with a definite rejection, 25 May 1973
Letter of rejection to DN from the Center of Latin American Studies, University of Florida, 25 May 1973
Correspondence between DN and Penguin Books, ending with rejection of Haiti book, 1973
Correspondence between DN and Journal of Latin American Studies, CUP, 17 April 1973
Correspondence between DN and the Editor of Mind – includes typescript of a response of DN to L. Becker on ‘Foreknowledge and Predestination’, 1973
Correspondence between DN and Comparative Studies in Society and History, 1972
Correspondence between DN and Canadian Journal of Political Science, 1970
Correspondence between DN and Government and Opposition, 1970
Correspondence between DN and the Sociology Department of Bielefeld University, 1970 – includes corrected typescript of a short article by DN on writings about Haiti, same as that in Blue Folder (i)
Letter to DN from The Institute of Race Relations on proof correction, 7 October 1971
Letter from DN to the Editor of Race, 19 October 1971
Two letters to DN from The Review of Politics, May 1972
Various letters to DN from Comparative Politics, Economic Development and Cultural Change, Harvard Law Review, American Journal of Economics and Sociology, and DN’s proposals to these, 1972
Prospectus of the University of Sussex, and outline of lectureship in religious studies, December 1972
Outline of lectureship in political science from Queen’s University, Belfast, and blank application form, c.1972 (2 copies)
Prospectus of the Latin American Centre at the University of Essex, and DN’s letter to the director, 25 April 1970
Correspondence between DN and the Social and Political Sciences Committee at the University of Cambridge, with DN’s application for a lectureship in politics, 1973
Outline of lectureship at the University of York, c.1973
Correspondence between DN and the Center of International Studies, Princeton University, 1973
Letters to DN from The London School of Economics and Political Science, and Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, concerning DN’s bringing together a collection of papers for Routledge’s Readings in Politics and Society, 1963–4
Letter to DN from Harper and Row, 24 May 1966
Letter to DN from Hodder and Stoughton Ltd, with rejection of Lectures on ‘Critics of Christianity Reconsidered’, 1 March 1966
Letter to DN from Scottish Journal of Theology, 3 January 1967
Letter of rejection to DN from Political Science Quarterly, 9 October 1967
Letter of rejection to DN from The American Political Science Review, 7 November 1966
Letter of rejection to DN from The Journal of Political Studies, 3 January 1967
Letter of rejection to DN from Parliamentary Affairs, 26 January 1967
Page titled ‘Summary of book by David Nicholls: Developing Doctrines and Changing Beliefs’

Handwritten letter to DN from Geoffrey Porton, Bilston, Staffordshire, 3 December 1967

Letter from DN to the department of Victorian studies in the University of Indiana, 19 January 1968 (3 copies)

Letter of rejection to DN from *Foreign Affairs*, 25 September 1969

Letter from DN to *Review of Politics*, 20 February 1969, and the reply

Letter from DN to the editor of SCM Press, 25 March 1968

Letter from DN to Professor Grove, Queen’s University Ontario, 25 March 1968, re: *Political Pluralism*

Letter to DN from *Concilium*, with request to fill in a form, 6 February 1968

Two letters to DN from *The Review of Politics*, 27 September 1966 and 10 May 1967

Two letters between DN and *Victorian Studies*, University of the West Indies, March 1968

Letter of rejection to DN from *World Politics*, 24 October 1969

Letter of acceptance to DN from *Journal of Politics*, 6 February 1968

Two letters to DN from *Comparative Politics*, October and November 1969

Letter to DN from *The Review of Politics*, 2 March 1970

Letter to DN from SCM Press Ltd, 26 July 1967

Letter to DN from *World Politics*, 23 September 1969

Letter to DN from *Canadian Journal of Political Science*, 22 September 1969

Letter of rejection to DN from *Journal of Inter-American Studies*, 9 December 1969

Two letters to DN from *The Review of Politics*, February and March 1970

Letter to DN from *Journal of Inter-American Studies*, 25 July 1969

Letter of rejection to DN from *Journal of Latin American Studies*, 4 May 1970

*Small brown folder* – labelled ‘pluralist book’: mostly contained photocopies of secondary sources, and some notes by DN

- Typewritten sheet with heading ‘Projected Volume on Political Pluralism’, with structural plan, a bibliography and, in DN’s hand, what appear to be shelfmarks
- Handwritten sheet with heading ‘Readings in Political Pluralism’, with a list of works
- Letter of rejection from Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd, 8 May 1967
- Handwritten plan of structure/topics of the book – cf. the typewritten sheet above
- Another handwritten sheet with a list of relevant works, on the back of a photocopy of a page from an unidentified work
- Page with diagram of structure/topics
- Handwritten sheet with various authors appearing in the above lists, with word counts
- ‘The State in Recent Political Theory’, A.D. Lindsay, in *Political Quarterly*, February 1914
- Photocopy of ‘The Discredited State’ by Ernest Barker. This appears in *Church, State and Study: essays* by the same author (1930, London: Methuen)
- Photocopy of pp. 9–11 from ‘Inaugural Lecture on Modern History’ in *Lectures on Modern History* by J.E.E.D. Acton (1906, Macmillan)
• Photocopy of pp. 128–141 of *Social Theory*, G.D.H. Cole (from fourth edition 1930, Methuen)
• Also included in Box A1: Bound proof of *Church and State Since 1820*
Folders: overview of contents (see below for further detail):

**Blue (i)** – Haiti: Perspectives on the past, prospects for the future

**Buff** – Oxford Analytica Daily Briefs on Haiti, some written by DN

**Cream** – Drafts of first chapter of a book here titled ‘Haiti: Independence or Death’, later appearing in *From Dessalines to Duvalier*. Outlines of the rest of the book, fragmentary drafts, lists, secondary sources, correspondence

**Buff (ii)** – Haiti essays

**Brown** – ‘Haiti Murals’: several versions of an article by DN and Pablo Butcher, ‘The Spirit of Haiti: a revolution in murals’; correspondence; some materials pertaining to the *Haiti: Past Perspectives* book

**Faded blue** – ‘random correspondence’ and other miscellanea


**Brown** – Three chapters, translated into French, of *From Dessalines to Duvalier: Race, Colour and National Independence in Haiti*; ‘Race, Couleur et Independance en Haiti’; notes pertaining thereto


**Darker red** – Spanish translation of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*; correspondence; reviews

---

**Blue (i)** – Haiti: Perspectives on the past, prospects for the future – appears to be an unpublished book by DN, evidently from his later years, largely comprising previous submissions to journals.

- Table of contents, which names fifteen chapters
- The rest of the folder contains some parts of the book, ordered according to the table of contents:

  - Pompee Valentin Vastey: Royalist and Revolutionary (2 versions of this)
  - Economic Dependence and Political Autonomy, 1804–1915
  - Rural Protest and Peasant Revolt, 1804–69
  - The Wisdom of Salomon: Myth or Reality?
  - Biology and the Political Ideas of Francois Duvalier
  - Holding the Purse Strings: Women in Haiti
  - Cultural Dualism and Political Domination (2 versions of this)
  - Dynastic Despotism: From Father to Son (2 versions of this)
  - Aristide: Priest and President

- Loose sheet with notes from one of the chapters

**Buff** – Oxford Analytica Daily Briefs on Haiti, some written by DN (most without specified author)

- 23 December 1985, IV, ‘Haiti: Anti-government protests’
10 February 1986, III, ‘Haiti: After Duvalier’
20 June 1986, IV, ‘Caribbean: Attitudes towards the US’
21 December 1987, IV, ‘Haiti: Confusion Continues’
21 June 1988, I, ‘Haiti: Coup’
19 September 1988, IV, ‘Haiti: Coup’
18 December 1990, III, ‘Haiti: Radical President’
Handwritten letter from DN to John Crabtree, undated, beginning ‘Some comments on your ‘improved’ version of my Haiti piece’
18 October 1993, I, ‘Haiti: Sanctions Impact’
18 February 1994, III, ‘Haiti: Aristide Cornered’, with annotations by DN
14 July 1994, I, ‘United States/Haiti: Invasion Costs’
26 October 1994, IV, ‘Haiti: Aristide Agenda’, with annotation by DN, ‘not me!’
28 February 1995, I, ‘Haiti: Military Purge’
17 July 1995, IV, ‘Haiti: Political Landscape’
23 October 1995, I, ‘Haiti: Michel’s Resignation’
7 December 1995, IV, ‘Haiti: Presidential Election’
7 February 1996, I, ‘Haiti: Preval’s Predicament’
Undated draft, ‘United States: Clinton/Haitian migrants’
Undated, ‘Haiti: Economic Reconstruction’ (also draft? Keywords missing)

Cream – Drafts of first chapter of a book here titled ‘Haiti: Independence or Death’
A modified version of these drafts would later appear in From Dessalines to Duvalier: Race, Colour and National Independence in Haiti. Also contains outlines of the rest of the book, fragmentary drafts, lists, secondary sources, correspondence

Two different ‘first drafts’ of ‘Chapter One: The Pioneers (1804–20)’, later published as ‘Chapter One: Fathers of national independence, 1804–25’
Typed outline of the book, and correspondence between DN and Longman Caribbean concerning its publication, 1973
Correspondence between DN and Alastair Maclean of Shaw Maclean, 1972
Another copy of the typed outline of the book (above), with annotations on the second page
Unidentified early draft sections and/or source material
Correspondence between DN and Simon Abbott of The Institute of Race Relations, 1973
- Correspondence between DN and Michael Dash, the collaborator, 1972–3
- Paragraph on Charlemagne Massena Peralte
- Outline of the book (different version)
- Handwritten draft of Introduction to Chapter 1
- Two pages titled ‘Declaration of Independence: Jean-Jacques Dessalines (c. 1760–1806)’
- Two pages titled ‘An equitable Distribution of Property’
- Piece on Henry Christophe, and a photocopy of a letter by him, from an unknown book
- Paragraph titled ‘Recognition before Negotiation’, and a photocopy from an unknown book
- Piece on Pompee Valentin Vastey, with photocopy of pp. 20–21, 40–42 of Vastey’s *An essay on the causes of the revolution and civil wars of Hayti*, 1823
- Paragraph titled ‘Towards Economic Independence’, and passage from unidentified work
- Paragraph titled ‘Black Dignity and Colour Prejudice’; attached are the three passages mentioned in the piece
- Paragraph titled ‘Principles of Constitutional Reform’, about Alexander Petion; attached is a photocopy of a passage in French by Joseph Saint Remy mentioned in the piece, and a handwritten translation of the French passage
- Paragraph titled ‘We Shall Never Retrace our Steps’; attached is a proclamation made by Alexander Petion, President of Haiti
- Dessalines’ Liberty or Death speech, in French, and a translation of it in the same hand as above
- Drafts of preface, outline and some sections of the book
- Note from DN to Michael Dash
- List of writers to be discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the book
- Untitled paragraph about Black people
- Page titled ‘Adds’ and a list of writings
- A poem by Antoine Dupre (d 1816) with a brief introduction
- Incomplete paragraph on Henry Christophe
- Photocopy of passage from (?).Saint Remy
- Piece on Alexander Petion
- Handwritten draft of the pieces on Christophe, Petion and Vastey (above)
- Page with notes by DN, beginning ‘Longman’
- Paragraph on Juste Chanlatte (1766–1828)
- List of writings mostly in Michael Dash’s hand
- A partial outline/list of writers, annotated
- A piece about the absurdity of colonists’ producing only crops for profit and ignoring the needs of subsistence, beginning ‘The colonist never saw anything but sugar, coffee, indigo...’
- Page with fragmentary handwritten draft
Buff (ii) – ‘Haiti essays’

- DN’s essay ‘Biology and Politics in Haiti’ in Race, October 1971, vol. 13, no. 2, with minor annotations in the footnotes
- Typescript of DN’s essay, ‘Rural Protest and Peasant Revolt in Haiti (1804–1869)
- Folder of photographs of Haiti, titled ‘Picture of Health’
- Typescript titled ‘Anti-Americanism and the Occupation’

Brown – ‘Haiti Murals’: several versions of an article by DN and Pablo Butcher, ‘The Spirit of Haiti: a revolution in murals’; plans to turn this into a book; correspondence with publishers; some personal correspondence; some materials pertaining to the Haiti: Past Perspectives book

- List of publications by DN in politics and theology
- Handwritten list of works, with shelfmarks
- Letter to DN from Houchang Chehabi, 19 July 1996, a month after DN’s passing
- Publishing agreement, largely blank, for ‘Haiti and Sultanism’ between DN and John Hopkins University Press, sent to DN by Chehabi, 2 July 1996
- Older version of ‘The Spirit of Haiti: a revolution in murals’
- Letter to DN from the Exhibition Organiser of 198 Gallery: contemporary art by Black artists, 24 January 1991
- Letter to DN from Alistair Hennessey, University of Warwick, 22 [...] 1987
- Pages with names and telephone numbers, and a list of topics, handwritten
- Photocopy of article by Pablo Butcher, ‘Haiti: The Message on the wall’, in Index on Censorship
- Another version of ‘Spirit of Haiti: a revolution in murals’
- Letter to Pablo Butcher from Thames and Hudson Ltd rejecting ‘The Spirit of Haiti’, 6 August 1986
- Scrap of paper with a name and telephone number
- Letter to DN from Barraclough Carey Productions Ltd, concerning ‘the mural brochure’, 21 February 1992
- Page with handwritten outline of the murals piece
- Photocopy of article titled ‘Report from Haiti: Revolution on the walls’ by Alan W. Barnett, July 1989
- Article in French by Jean-Marie Drot, about the Haitian-born painter Edouard Duval-Carrie
- Booklet on an exhibition of Haitian art – it states at the back that DN was invited to contribute an essay for it
- Another version of ‘Spirit of Haiti: a revolution in murals’
Handwritten letter to DN from Hugo Brunner about publishing possibilities for ‘The Spirit of Haiti’, 28th August (year unspecified)
Letter from DN to Pogo Press, 24 February 1989, and the reply, 10 March 1989
Scrap of paper with notes
Another version of ‘Spirit of Haiti: a revolution in murals’

_Faded blue – ‘random correspondence’ and other miscellanea_
Note from Pen to Print: Clare Gibbs, Phototypesetting
Two handwritten letters to DN from Jean-Claude, 20 and 27 October 1983
Fax from DN to Frantz Voltaire, 21 February 1995, about the _Past Perspectives_ book (see Blue folder in the same box)
Handwritten notes listing writings on Haiti et al.
Catalogue from Cidihca, 1995 (French language, Haitian publications)
Letter to DN from Centre for Developing Area Studies
Letter from DN to _The Journal of Inter-American Studies_, 19 March 1995
Letter to DN from The Canadian Political Science Association, 13 August 1996
Letter to DN from CUP, 19 August 1996
Letter to DN from _Government and Opposition_, 12 August 1996
Letter to DN from Instituto Panamericano de Geografia Historia, 5 August 1996
Letter to the Executors of DN’s Estate from Blackwell, 12 August 1996
Letter to DN from University of Surrey, 23 July 1996
Fax from DN to John Crabtree, with handwritten note and draft of _Oxford Analytica_ piece, 7 February 1996
Fax to John Crabtree, another _Oxford Analytica_ piece, undated
Letter to DN from S. van der Geest, Universiteit va Amsterdam, about a prospective lecture to be given by DN, 15 January 1990
Fax to John Crabtree, another _Oxford Analytica_ piece, undated
Letter to DN from Klaus Zimmermann, Ibero-Amerikanisches Institut Preussischer Kulturbesitz, about a conference to be given by DN, 10 December 1990
Letter to DN from Carl Hermann Middelamis, Universitat Bielefeld, about a conference, 15 November 1990, with a note attached from the same about a ‘fictive conference’
Letter to DN from George A. Fisher, Inspector for History and Social Sciences, about a seminar, 5 March 1990
List of seminars to be held at St Antony’s College, Oxford, with the last one with DN, year unspecified
Page advertising a (different) seminar by DN at St Antony’s College, 1 December 1992
Article by Mark Osborn, ‘Haiti: the crisis and the workers’, in _Solidarity_, 22 January 2004
Article by Bruno Healy, ‘Together in stillness’ in _The Tablet_, 17 January 2004
Letter to DN from Carl Hermann Middelamis about getting to Bielefeld, undated, with notes pencilled on the back

Piece by DN titled ‘The Rise and Fall of Pere Aristide’

Page with typed notes, beginning ‘BOX 1: Some dates and facts’ on Haitian history

Article – publication unspecified – beginning ‘Clinton asks Haitians to stay home “for time being” By Steve Holland’, labelled ‘US/HAITI’ by DN, January 1993

Miscellaneous handwritten notes with topics and contact details

Letter from Church Copyright Licensing, undated

Letter to DN from *Foreign Affairs*, 8 December 1992

**Red – An article about Haiti, in French (see below)**

Typescript titled ‘Haiti et la Race Africaine: l’ambivalence des intellectuels et l’effritement d’Independence 1869–1911’

Page with ‘Queries’, chiefly linguistic (page numbers don’t seem to match up with the previous)

Another copy of the above typescript, with a few further emendations

Page with ‘Problems’, again chiefly linguistic

**Brown – Three chapters, translated into French, of From Dessalines to Duvalier: Race, Colour and National Independence in Haiti; ‘Race, Couleur et Indépendance en Haiti’; notes pertaining thereto**

List of ‘Original French quotations in Chapter 3’

Page listing a few ‘Changes’ to a piece

Typescript of a French translation of the Introduction of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*

Photocopy of ‘Race, Couleur et Independance en Haiti’ in *revue d’histoire moderne et contemporaine*, April–June 1978, with annotations

Typescript of a French translation of Chapter 3 ‘Pride and Prejudice’ of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*

Typescript of a French translation of Chapter 4 of the same


Manuscript of the French translation of ‘Race, Couleur et Indépendance’ (page 43 is missing)

Page with bibliographical notes, apparently not from the above article

More bibliographical notes for unspecified French publication

Manuscript of the beginning of ‘Haiti et la Race Africaine: l’ambivalence des intellectuels et l’effritement d’Independence 1869–1911’ (see red folder)

List of quotations for chapter 4, *From Dessalines to Duvalier*

Letter from DN to Revue Historique, 4 May 1979

Letter of rejection to DN from Jean d’Ormesson, Diogene, 18 March 1980

Letter to DN from *Revue d’Histoire Moderne et Contemporaine*, 18 June 1978

Manuscript of ‘Race, Couleur et Indépendance en Haiti’

Notes (chiefly in English) to ‘Race, Couleur et Indépendance En Haiti’

Typescript of Race, Couleur et Indépendance en Haiti’

Correspondence with Revue d’Histoire Moderne et Contemporaire, re: the above article, 1976–8

Page with notes concerning the above article

Bibliographical notes for the same (cf. the English version above)

Quotations, untitled
Darker red – Spanish translation of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*; correspondence; reviews

- Letter from DN to Sir Raymond Carr, concerning a Spanish translation of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*, 19 January 1991
- Letter from DN to unspecified recipient, offering the Spanish translation of the above, with a table of contents and excerpts from reviews, 17 January 1991
- Same table of contents as above, in Spanish
- Contact details for ‘Spanish publishers’
- Draft of letter, presumably to use when writing to these Spanish publishers
- Incompleted contract, in French, with Editions Henri Deschamps
- Copy of *Sociedad Dominicana de Bibliofilos, Inc.: Informe Anual 1986*
- Letter to DN from Sociedad Dominicana de Bibliofilos, Inc, 2 February 1989
- Note from Cambridge University Press: ‘The following notice appeared in *Annales*, No. 3 1983’, with a photocopy of said notice, in French, about *From Dessalines to Duvalier*
- Assorted correspondence: with Sociedad Dominicana, Editions Caribeennes, Maison Henri Deschamps, Cambridge University Press; and some handwritten notes
- Excerpts from reviews of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*
- Letter to DN from Editions Robert Laffont
- Review of *From Dessalines to Duvalier* by Maxime Haubert in *Revue Tiers Monde*, No. 81, 1981
- Review of *From Dessalines to Duvalier* by Leslie Pean in *Collectif Paroles*
- Review of *From Dessalines to Duvalier* by Gordon K. Lewis in *Political Quarterly*
- Letter from DN to Sociedad Dominicana de Bibliofilos Inc. setting out terms and conditions for their publication of the book in Spanish, 1 March 1985, and the reply, 10 May 1985
- Miscellaneous contact details

This box also contained three empty folders:

*Blue* – ‘Replies re Article reprints’

*Beige* – with telephone numbers

*Green* – ‘Publications pending / HAITI MURALS + Book outline and chapters / HAITI: Perspectives on the past, prospects in the future. (includes an interlude to murals D. & Pablo Butcher couldn’t get published)’

Evidently this folder previously contained the faded blue and blue folders.
Box A3

Folders: overview of contents (see below for more details):

**Blue** – Reviews of *Deity and Domination*, one review of *God and Government*, correspondence

**Buff** – *Dessalines to Duvalier* reviews; correspondence related to the book’s publication; miscellanea

**Cream (i)** – Reviews of *Dessalines to Duvalier*; correspondence

**Cream (ii)** – *Dessalines to Duvalier* third edition: proofs of preface to the third edition, correspondence, related miscellanea

**Cream (iii)** – reviews of *Pluralist State* and *Three Varieties of Pluralism*; related correspondence; outlines, notes and sections of manuscript

**Red** – Reviews, correspondence and miscellanea pertaining to *The Pluralist State*, second edition

**Orange** – Contained a single review of *The Pluralist State*, second edition

---

**Blue** – Reviews of *Deity and Domination*, one review of *God and Government*, correspondence

- Review by R.E. Wentz of DN’s *Deity and Domination: Images of God and the State in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries* in *Journal of Church and State*, spring 1995
- Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Terry E. Sparkes in *Religious Studies Review*, vol. 21, no. 2, April 1995
- Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by James A. Zabel in *Journal of Modern History*, vol. 67, no. 4, 1995
- Letter to DN from Martyn (full name not given), Universitat Tubingen, 15 September 1990
- Letter to DN from Valerie (full name not given), West Wickham, Kent, 2 March 1990; attached is a paper which includes discussion of *Deity and Domination*, ‘Honorable Intentions or Improper Advances: A Discussion of the Relations between Theology and the Humane Disciplines’, written for a research seminar
- Letter to DN from D’Arcy (full name not given), Soham, Cambridgeshire, with discussion of *Deity and Domination*, 3 June 1994
- Letter to DN from Betty (full name not given), Drayton, 9 August 1994, with comments (probably) on Deity and Domination
- Letter to DN from Archie Brown of St Antony’s College, Oxford, 25 November 1993
- Letter to DN from Sallie McFague, Vanderbilt University, 25 August 1994
• Letter to DN from Jim (full name not given), The General Theological Seminary, 3 February 1990
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Horace Jeffery Hodges in *Sociology*, vol. 28, no. 3, p. 833, August 1994
• Review of *Deity and Domination*, by Richard Oxon in *The Door*, February 1990
• Brief outline of *Deity and Domination*, publication unstated
• Two reviews of *Deity and Domination*, one by Gavin D’Costa, and one by Edward Norman in *TLS* 5–11 January, 1990
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by R.E. Crouter in *Choice*, April 1990
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Gordon Huelin in *Church of England Newspaper*, 30 June 1989
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by George Moyser in *Political Studies*, September 1991
• Review by David L. Edwards of *Deity and Domination*, and David Cressy’s *Bonfires and Bells*, in *Church Times*, 29 December 1989
• Review of *Deity and Domination*, by Karen Armstrong in *Sunday Telegraph*, 6 August 1989
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination* in *Theology Digest*, fall 1990
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by John Kent in *New Blackfriars*, January 1991
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by D.W. Bebbington in the journal of The Historical Association, date unknown
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by “JAS” in *Academic Library Book Review*, June 1991
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Richard Bauckham in *The Expository Times*, March 1991
• Photocopy of piece on *Deity and Domination* in *Book Review Digest*, May 1991
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination* in *Telos*, fall 1990 (5 pages)
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Paul Lakeland in *Theological Studies*, December 1990
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Beth A. Macke in *Humanity & Society*, date unspecified
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Brian Horne in *Cicestrian*, no. 62, 1991
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Peter Hinchliff, publication unspecified
• Review of *Deity and Domination*, by Tim Gorringe, in *Theological Book Review* vol. 2, no. 1, October 1989
• Photocopy of review of *Deity and Domination*, by Duncan B. Forrester, in *Scottish Journal of Theology*, 1993
Buff – Dessalines to Duvalier reviews; correspondence related to the book’s publication; miscellaneous

- Agreement between DN and Macmillan over *From Dessalines to Duvalier*, 9 October 1987
- Invoices to DN from Macmillan (2)
- Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 15 December 1994
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 10 December 1994
- Fax from DN to Macmillan, 11 November 1994
- Royalty statements to DN from Macmillan, 1988–92
- Note to DN from Voice newspaper, about a piece on Haiti, undated
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 28 June 1990, with invoice attached
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 29 November 1988
- Review of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*, by Bridget Wooding in *Oxfam News*, summer 1989
- Photocopy of review of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*, by Anthony Payne in *International Affairs*, vol. 65, no. 4, 1989
- Photocopy of review by Lyonel Paquin, of *Haiti une Nation pathetique* by Jean Metellus, in *Haiti-Observateur*, 5–12 February 1988
- Three pages titled ‘Review – Dessalines 35’ with a list of publications
- Letter to DN from Alistair Hennessy, Centre for Caribbean Studies, University of Warwick, undated
- Cover design of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*, Macmillan Caribbean
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 12 October 1987
- Proofs for table of contents and preface of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*, with annotations
- Receipt of £18.11 from Hedges Wright (Thamesdown) Limited
- Pamphlet: Announcing a Major New Series from Macmillan Caribbean: Warwick University Caribbean Studies – includes *From Dessalines to Duvalier*
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 6 January 1988, with cover blurb of *Dessalines* attached
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 23 February 1988
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 12 February 1988
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 8 February 1988
- Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 23 March 1984
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 27 November 1987
- Proofs for preface to the second edition of *Dessalines*, with note attached from Macmillan
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 10 December 1987
- List of ‘Radical Bookshops in Britain and Ireland’
- Letters to DN from Macmillan, September 1987
- Letter to DN from Alistair Hennessy, University of Warwick, 25 June 1987
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 28 April 1987
- Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 23 March 1984
- Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 14 August 1986
- Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 5 August 1986
- Correspondence between DN and Zed Books, 1985–6
- Letter to DN from Westview Press, 3 February 1986
- Letters to DN from Rutgers University Press, 16 April – 7 August 1985
- Note to DN from Alistair Hennessy, undated, and pamphlet of James Currey publications
- Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 14 February 1985, with invoice attached
- Letter to DN from The North-South Publishing Co., 8 May 1985
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- Envelope with miscellaneous papers; letter to DN from Max Manigat, 31 January 1985; sheet outlining Third World Publications
- Travel Itinerary from Irving Louis Horowitz, Rutgers
- Letter from DN to Mr Moringlane of Haitian Corner, 6 February 1985
- Page with notes
- Letter to DN from J. Edward Greene, University of the West Indies, 24 January 1985
- Scraps of paper with notes
- Pages advertising various publishers

Cream (i) – Reviews of Dessalines to Duvalier; correspondence
- Email containing review of Dessalines to Duvalier and another book, by Bob Corbett, c. 1988
- Scrap of paper with an abstract of an article discussing Dessalines to Duvalier and various other publications
- Letter to DN from Alistair Hennessy, University of Warwick, 24 March 1980
- Letter to DN from (?) H[ ] Julien, 6 May 1980
- Review in French of Dessalines to Duvalier, in Revue Francaise de Science Politique, December 1981, annotated by DN
- Letter to DN from H[ ] H[ ], Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht, 28 January 1981
- Photocopy of review in French of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Annick Lemperiere in L’Histoire no. 37, September 1981
- Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Paul R. Latortue in Third World Quarterly, October 1982
- Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Christopher Abel in History, October 1980
- Review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Christopher Abel in Times Higher Education Supplement, 18 July 1980
- Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Gordon K. Lewis in Political Quarterly (issue unspecified)
- Review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Asa Briggs in Political Studies, June 1982
- Review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by David Geggus in The Americas, 1981
- Review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Norman Stone in Times Literary Supplement 15 February 1980
- Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, in Latin American Review of Books, May 1980
- Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, in British Bulletin of Publications, October 1980
- Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by David Lowenthal in Ethnic and Racial Studies, vol. 5 no. 1, January 1982
- Photocopy of review in French of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Jean-Luc Bonniol in Annales, no. 3, 1983
- Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Christopher Abel in History, October 1980
• Review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Jean Fouchard in Revue Francaise d'Histoire d'Outre-Mer, vol. 67, 1980
• Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, in Revue Tiers Monde, vol. 12, no. 87, 1981
• Photocopy of review of Dessalines to Duvalier, by Gayle Plummer in Race and Class, vol. 22, no. 1, summer 1980
• Announcement of Dessalines to Duvalier in Annual Bulletin of Historical Literature, date unspecified
• Review by Alastair Hennessy of Main Currents in Caribbean Thought by Gordon K. Lewis, in TLS, 11 January 1985
• Handwritten quotation from a review

Cream (ii) – Dessalines to Duvalier third edition: proofs of preface to the third edition, correspondence, related miscellanea
• Letter to DN from Rutgers University Press, 5 June 1995
• Letter to DN from Rutgers University Press, undated
• Page titled ‘Review List (DRAFT)’ with list of publications
• Page with Rutgers University Press, fall/winter 1995 image photocopy; blurb of Black London: Life Before Emancipation by Gretchen Holbrook Gerzina
• Brochure of the Warwick University Caribbean Studies series, featuring the third edition of Dessalines to Duvalier
• Proofs of From Dessalines to Duvalier: preface to the third edition
• Scrap of paper with contact details
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 6 September 1995
• Letter from DN to Macmillan, 24 August 1995
• Fax from DN to Martha Heller, Rutgers University Press, 16 August 1995
• Letter to Macmillan from Rutgers University Press, re: Dessalines to Duvalier, 21 April 1995
• Page titled ‘From Dessalines to Duvalier 3E: Amendments to Contract’ between Macmillan and DN, 3 May 1995
• Scrap of paper with notes
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 2 May 1995
• Discounted version of the above contract between Macmillan and DN, 21 April 1995
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 21 April 1995
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 6 March 1995
• Fax from DN to Ann Goffin, Caribbean, 9 March 1995
• Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 7 February 1995
• Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 6 February 1995
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 1 February 1995, with enclosed ‘notes for authors producing typescripts on disks’
• Fax from DN to ‘Rights and Permissions’ (presumably Cambridge University Press), undated
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 28 November 1994
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 6 December 1994
Letter to DN from The University of California Press, 4 January 1994
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 13 January 1994
Handwritten plan for preface to the third edition
Letter to DN from Westview Press, 14 December 1993
Outline of additions to the third edition
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 24 April 1995
Letter to Shirley (full name not given) from Alistair Hennessey, 12 March 1995
Blurb of Dessalines to Duvalier in Cambridge Latin American Studies
Notes to preface of third edition, alternate version
Letter to DN from Cambridge University Press, 7 February 1995

Cream (iii) – reviews on Pluralist State and Three Varieties of Pluralism; related correspondence; outlines, notes and sections of manuscript
- Review by Roger L. Roberts of The Pluralist State, in Church Times 27 March 1975
- Photocopy of review of Three Varieties of Pluralism, in British Book News May 1975
- Photocopy of review of Three Varieties of Pluralism, in Church Times 14 February 1975
- Photocopy of review by Donald MacRae of The Pluralist State and Three Varieties of Pluralism, in Times Higher Education Supplement, 4 April 1975
- Miscellaneous invoices, receipts etc. from Macmillan and The Alternative Bookshop for The Pluralist State, Three Varieties of Pluralism
- Letter to DN from St Martin’s Press, 12 November 1975; attached copies of reviews for The Pluralist State in Choice (Political Science), October 1975, and for Three Varieties of Pluralism in Choice (Social and Behavioural Sciences), July/August 1975
- Letter to DN from Curtis Brown, 28 December 1984, declaring rights of The Pluralist State formally reverted to DN
- Formal agreement between DN and Macmillan re: The Pluralist State, 16 October 1973
- Brief review of Three Varieties of Pluralism, in French, publication unknown
- Letter to DN from James O’Connell, University of Bradford, 25 January 1983
- Blurb of The Pluralist State
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 19 February 1980
- Letter to DN from Ilja Scholten, 15 September 1982, thanking him for a copy of The Pluralist State
- Royalty statements from Macmillan, 1980
- Royalty statement from Macmillan, 1980; advice notes from Curtis Brown, 1981
- Similar documents as above, 1975–9
- Letter to DN from Eric S. Heffer, MP, 10 March 1981
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 22 July 1980
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 29 May 1980
- Royalty Statements from Macmillan, 1976–8
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Letter to DN from Westview Press, 14 December 1993
- List of reviews of *The Pluralist State*
- Correspondence between DN and Macmillan, 1974–5
- Letter to DN from Curtis Brown, 9 February 1977
- Letter to DN from S.G. O’Kane (research student at L.S.E), 13 November 1977
- Letters to DN from Curtis Brown, 1976–7
- Letter from DN to St Martin’s Press, 17 September 1975
- Receipt from Barclays Bank, 10 July 1973
- Letter from DN to Macmillan, 21 January 1974
- Dust jacket of *Three Varieties of Pluralism*
- Correspondence with Macmillan, 1973–4, including a rather critical referee’s report of *Three Varieties of Pluralism*
- Plan for jacket of *Three Varieties of Pluralism* (cf. above)
- Correspondence with Macmillan, 1974
- Letter to the Social Sciences Editor, Higher and Further Education Division, from Government and Opposition, c.c. DN, 5 March 1974
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 6 February 1974
- Letter from DN to Macmillan, 27 February 1974
- Letter to DN from Shaw-Maclean, 19 February 1974
- Letter from DN to Shaw-Maclean, 21 February 1974
- Letter from DN to Government and Opposition, 15 January 1974
- Letter to DN from Government and Opposition, 11 January 1974
- Formal agreement between DN and Government and Opposition, 6 April 1973
- Review List for *Three Varieties of Pluralism*; Correspondence with Macmillan, 1975
- Letters to DN from Shaw-Maclean, 1973
- Letter to DN from Olivia Barker, widow of Sir Ernest Barker, 2 August 1974, about reprinting one of Sir Ernest’s publications
- Untitled typewritten series of limericks, teasing DN (‘his book is full/ Of irrelevant bull’), author unspecified (2 copies)
- Note from Shaw-Maclean, undated
- Letter from Shaw-Maclean, 12 July 1973
- Letter to DN from *The Philosophical Review*, 24 May 1974
- Letter to DN from *The Philosophical Review*, 24 May 1974
- Correspondence between DN and Macmillan, May 1974
- Correspondence between DN and *The Philosophical Review*, May 1974
- Correspondence between DN and Olivia Barker, May 1974
- Correspondence between DN and Peterhouse, Cambridge, May 1974
- Letter from DN to Professor Bernard Crick, 29 April 1974
- Letter from DN to Oxford University Press, 1 May 1974, and the reply, 3 May 1974
- Letter from DN to the Community of the Resurrection, and the reply, February 1974
- Letter to DN from Olivia Barker, 23 May 1974 and the reply, 7 June 1974
- Two notes to DN from Shaw-Maclean, undated and 19 March 1974
- Correspondence between DN and Government and Opposition, 1972–3
- Correspondence between DN and Shaw-Maclean, 1973
- Letter from DN to The Partisan Press, UK, 10 May 1973
- Outline of *The Pluralist State*
• Correspondence with Shaw-Maclean, and Professor J.W. Grove at Queen’s, Belfast, 1972
• Brief outline of *The Pluralist State* (titled ‘English Political Pluralism’)
• Letter to DN from Professor J.W. Grove, and the reply, February 1972
• Letter from DN to the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 4 December 1972
• Letter from Prof. Bernard Crick, Birckbeck College, 22 January 1972
• Set of pages with handwritten notes, first one titled ‘Cole’s theory of freedom: Int[roduction] to Social Theory’; then a page of notes on ‘Liberty and the Division of Power’, followed by the manuscript of part of *The Pluralist State*, chapter 2
• Typescript of ‘Liberty and the Division of Power’
• Letter to DN from Collier-Macmillan International, 22 May 1967
• Letter to DN from Prof. Bernard Crick, 6 July 1967
• Letter from DN to Prof. Bernard Crick, 4 September 1967
• Part of a letter beginning ‘and Democracy’ in *Review of Politics* – recipient and date unknown
• Notes on yellow paper with heading ‘Copyright Permission’
• Two pages with heading ‘Political Pluralism’ and sub-headings ‘A Critical Discussion of the Ideas of the Political Pluralists’ and ‘Selected Writings of the Pluralists’
• Letter from DN to “Mr Southam”, 27 June 1967
• Letter from DN to Bernard Crick, 27 June 1967
• Page titled ‘A Pluralist State: Statement of range, importance and content’, with ‘Full List of Contents’ following
• Page titled ‘The Book’, beginning ‘1. A critical and comparative consideration of three distinct but connected varieties of social and political pluralism...’

**Red – Reviews, correspondence and miscellanea pertaining to *The Pluralist State*, second edition**

• Fax from DN to Gráinne Twomey, undated
• Fax from DN to Paul Cohen, St Martin’s Press, undated
• Fax to DN from Paul Cohen, St Martin’s Press, 11 November 199[?]
• Formal agreement between David Nicholls and Macmillan, re: *The Pluralist State*, second edition, 4 August 1988
• Royalty Statement from Macmillan, for 1990
• Fax to DN from Macmillan, 30 September 1994
• Fax from DN to Tim Farmilor, 29 September 1994
• Fax from DN to Paul Cohen, St Martin’s Press, 8 December 1994
• Fax from DN to Za Bushell, 21 September 1994
• Four letters to DN from Macmillan, September 1994
• Fax for DN from Macmillan, with order form for *The Pluralist State* (improved version), 24 August 1994
• Fax from DN to Macmillan, 19 August 1994
• Sample order form for *The Pluralist State*, second edition
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 8 September 1994
• Fax from DN to Macmillan, undated
Fax from DN to Macmillan, 13 September 1994
Letter from Macmillan to DN, 16 August 1994
Correspondence between DN and Macmillan, March–July 1994
Two letters to DN from Keith Povey Editorial Services, 10 February and 3 April 1994, with Typescript Return Form
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 6 January 1994
Letter to DN from Keith Povey Editorial Services Consultant, 24 December 1993
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 20 December 1993
Front cover design for *The Pluralist State*, second edition
Letter to DN from Keith Povey, 1 December 1993, with sheet of comments on the proofs of *The Pluralist State* attached
6 pages of handwritten notes with heading ‘Pluralism in USSR’
4 pages of handwritten notes with heading ‘Dahl’
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 16 November 1993
Letter to Macmillan from Prof. Archie Brown, St Antony’s Coll., Oxford, 3 November 1993
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 8 November 1993
Photocopy of part of an article, featuring references to *Three Varieties of Pluralism*, in *Bulletin of the Society for the Study of Labour History*, No. 32, spring 1976, pp. 60–65
Letter Prof. Archie Brown from Macmillan, 8 November 1993
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 5 November 1993
Letter to DN from Keith Povey, 28 October 1993
Letter to DN from Prof. Archie Brown, 3 October 1993
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 22 October 1993
Letter to DN from Macmillan, 28 September 1993
Letter to DN from Prof. Paul Quentin Hirst, Birckbeck College, 19 April 1988
Letter to DN from D’Arcy (full name not given), 16 August 1993
Letters to DN from Macmillan, 1988–93
Letter to DN from Frank (full name not given), House of Commons, 16 September 1982
Booklet by Macmillan, ‘Advice to Authors: Academic, Professional, Reference & Textbooks’
Piece by an unnamed orthodox rabbi, arguing against multi-denominational teaching and in favour of ‘teaching children their own traditions’, untitled but for ‘BBC3’, and undated
Page with handwritten list of authors and publications
Article in *The Independent*, 6 October 1989, p. 13, titled ‘Why we must tame the state Leviathan: Greater use of judicial review would help people fight bad decisions by public bodies’, by Anthony Lester
Fragment of paper outlining volumes of *The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science*
Royalty Statement from Macmillan for 1988
KDEM application form (not filled out)
4 letters to DN from Routledge, May–July 1988

*Orange*
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Box A4

**Orange** – Materials pertaining to DN’s visit to Valencia, November 1995, including papers for seminars, correspondence and travel arrangements

**Buff** – ‘Management and the church’ – includes writings by R.H. Roberts on standardisation in universities, and on the Church and management; other materials related to the latter; miscellanea

**Yellow** – D.A.S.H. (Developing A Social Hope, a society of ‘Christians engaged in academic life or in the field of social responsibility’) – correspondence and writings by its members

**Cream** – General correspondence, articles/requests etc. etc.

**Orange** – Faith and the Future: correspondence, outlines and reviews

Box also contains:
- Miscellaneous handwritten notes (Hobbes, political and theological matters);
- booklet titled ‘Broadcast to the nation on Devaluation by the Prime Minister of Trinidad & Tobago, Dr the Rt. Hon. Eric Williams’
- a photograph with note on the back from ‘Pablo’
- DN’s Sunday school stamp book from childhood
- a notebook / commonplace book with notes, quotations etc. on miscellaneous theological and philosophical topics (beginning ‘Social workers...’) written in from the front, and ‘Edifying stories’ from the back
- Two of DN’s passports

---

**Orange** – Materials pertaining to DN’s visit to Valencia, November 1995, including papers for seminars, correspondence and travel arrangements

- Interview with DN in Sao, no. 191, December 1995
- Receipt for car hire from Alicante Airport, November 1995
- (Unpublished?) piece by DN in Spanish titled ‘La Iglesia de Inglaterra y el Ecumenismo’, sent by fax on 10 November 1995
- Copy of *Laus: Publicacion bimestral del Oratorio*, no. 303, November–December 1995
- Ticket for return flight from Gatwick to Alicante, November 1995, with reservation confirmation
- Booklet titled ‘La Pregaria del Capvespre’ from Centre Newman de Valencia, 21 November 1995
- (Unpublished?) piece by DN titled ‘The Paradox of a Pluralist State’ by DN
- (Unpublished?) Spanish translation of the above
- Financial documents: receipt of withdrawal by Visa Debit, bill for accommodation, etc.
- Photocopy of review by James E. Griffiss, of *The Integrity of Anglicanism* by Stephen W. Sykes, in *Anglican Theological Review*, issue unspecified
- Draft of (unpublished?) undated piece by DN titled ‘Anglicanism: Via Media – Via Crucis?’ which addresses the question, ‘does Anglicanism represent a “safe way to salvation” down the middle of the road?’
- Eight pages of critical commentary on this piece, undated, in unknown hand
- Another copy of ‘La Iglesia de Inglaterra y el Ecumenismo’, with corrections and annotations
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- Piece titled ‘Deity and Domination: Images of God and the State’ – an alternate version of part of the Introduction to *Deity and Domination*, perhaps for the seminar in Valencia (see ‘Programa de la visita’, below)
- (Unpublished?) article by DN titled ‘Sociedad y politica en Haiti. La situation actual en su contexto historico’, sent by fax from Universitat de Valencia, 13 November 1995
- Amusing cartoon with bull; page with ‘Programa de la visita del Dr. David Nicholls a Valencia’ – includes conferences given by DN on ‘Sociedad y Politica en Haiti’ and ‘La Iglesia de Inglaterra y el ecumenismo’
- Page advertising ‘La Pregaria del Capvespre’ at the Centre Newman de Valencia
- Letter to DN from Prof. August Monzon, Newman Centre, 6 July 1995
- The fax for Monzon mentioned in the above letter, with a list of DN’s publications and CV
- Two letters to DN from Monzon, 27 April 1995 and 4 May 1995
- Fax to DN from Monzon, 21 June 1995, with travel schedule for the Valencia visit
- Fax to DN from Monzon, 10 November 1995
- Receipt for 35,000 pesetas in Catalan, with handwritten notes
- Letter to DN from Keith Bailey Travel, with changes to itinerary attached, 31 October 1995
- Similar letter to DN from Keith Bailey Travel, 6 November 1995
- Email to DN, sender unspecified (probably Monzon), 18 October 1995
- Email to DN, sender unspecified, format confused, 20 September 1995
- Communications from Keith Bailey Travel, 1995
- The altered version of part of *Deity and Domination*, with annotations
- Scraps of paper with notes

**Buff** – ‘Management and the church’ – includes writings by R.H. Roberts on standardisation in universities, and the Church and management; other materials related to the latter; miscellanea

- Page with contact details
- Enclosed inside: photocopy of article from unidentified newspaper (‘IND’) titled ‘Welcome to the world of Jesus plc’; photocopy of letter to the Archdeacon Walter Paley from Roddy St John Grahame; (overleaf) article from unidentified newspaper, ‘Standardise with Chinese’
- Piece by R.H. Roberts titled ‘What is a University: A Contextual Theology of Public Education’ – a version of this would later be published as ‘The end of the university and the last academic’, chapter 4 of *Religion, Theology and the Human Sciences*, 2002 (Cambridge University Press)
- Piece by R.H. Roberts titled ‘The Bishop as Manager, or, How to Create an Executive Church’, 16 November 1995 – cf. chapter 6 of *Religion, Theology and the Human Sciences*
- Handwritten notes on the above piece
- Clipping from unknown newspaper on a Christian advertising campaign
- Series of leaflets on ‘Oxford Area Christian Training Scheme’
- Booklet, ‘Continuing Ministerial Education: Training for clergy in Oxfordshire, Berkshire and Buckinghamshire’
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- Page with handwritten notes, beginning ‘cf Universities’
- Piece titled ‘Of Bishops and Biscuits: or How the Cookie Crumbles. An Open Letter to the Right Reverend Richard Harries, Lord Bishop of Oxford, MA, FKC etc., from a parson of his diocese’
- Photocopy of article by Prudence Fay, ‘Area deans translated to higher purposes’, in Church Times, 7 February 1992, with some marks/underlining
- Piece titled ‘A Vision for the Diocese’ by David Liverpool, June 1991
- Piece titled ‘A Decade of Evangelism – Evangelizing the Church’ by Alan Green, 14 January 1992
- Two pages with heading ‘Managerial Methods and the Body of Christ’ – appears to be a plan for an essay
- Letter to DN from Revd. Richard J. Kingsbury, Caversham, 22 May 1989

Yellow – D.A.S.H. (Developing A Social Hope, a society of ‘Christians engaged in academic life or in the field of social responsibility’) – correspondence and writings by its members

- Religious tract
- Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, Secretary, 31 October 1994
- Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 19 October 1994
- Notes of the meeting of DASH held at Manchester College, Oxford, 13 November 1993
- Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 13 January 1994
- Sermon preached by Professor Duncan B. Forrester in Glasgow University Chapel on Sunday, 7 February 1993
- DASH: Agenda for meeting on 13 November 1993, Manchester College, Oxford
- Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 5 October 1994
- Leaflet titled ‘introducing the Archbishop’s Urban Theology Group’
- Piece by Pat Logan, ‘Crisis? What Crisis? Institutional Power and Social Transformation (For Discussion by DASH, 13 November 1993)’
- Piece by John Austin, ‘Responding to a Culture in Crisis’, June 1993
- DASH mailing list
- Letter to all DASH members from Pat Logan, 4 November 1993
- Letter to DN from Pat Logan, 7 June 1991
- Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 27 September 1993
- Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 15 April 1993
- Page outlining the fourth Annual Summer Seminar of the Anglican Association for Social Responsibility, July 1993
- Letter to David Skidmore from Professor Duncan B. Forrester, 17 February 1993
- Piece by Nicholas Sagovsky, ‘DASH: Reflections on our Theological Method’, undated
- Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 2 February 1993
- Notes on the Meeting of DASH held at Manchester College, Oxford, 7 November 1992
- Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 12 October 1992; attached, ‘Mapping an Urban Theology’ by Peter Sedgwick
- Photocopy of ‘An Introduction to Theology and Social Theory: Beyond Secular Reason’ by David B. Burrell, in Modern Theology, vol. 8, no. 4, October 1992 – with annotations
- Photocopy of ‘Not Exactly Politics or Power?’ by Nicholas Lash, in Modern Theology, vol. 8, no. 4, October 1992 (not annotated)
• Photocopy of ‘Rescuing Girard’s Argument?’ by Fergus Kerr, in Modern Theology, vol. 8, no. 4, October 1992 (not annotated)
• Postcard to DN from Southward Diocese, Social Responsibility Department, 1992
• ‘Notes of the Nuts and Bolts Section of the Meeting held on Saturday 8 February 1992’
• Announcement by David Skidmore of meeting on 8 February 1992 at the Bishop’s House, Ely
• Piece titled ‘Response to Stephen Sykes on Civil Religion’, author not given
• Piece titled ‘Conflict, Solidarity and Belief Observations on Civil Religion in Europe’ by S.W. Sykes, October 1991
• Piece by Peter Sedgwick, ‘Theology and the State: The Rise of the Modern State’, undated
• Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 24 January 1992
• Letter to David Skidmore from Jane Macaskie, Research Unit on European-Latin American Relations, University of Bradford, 19 June 1991; page attached on ‘Liberation and the Future of Europe: What can Europe learn from the Latin American Church?’
• Page outlining the Annual “Towards Social Transformation” Weekend Seminar of the Anglican Association for Social Responsibility, September 1991
• Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 27 March 1991
• Piece by John Austin, ‘Developing a Social Hope’, 27 March 1991
• Piece by Nicholas Sagovsky, ‘Defining a Social Hope: Some Notes Towards an Aim’, 22 March 1991
• Piece by Pat Logan, ‘DASH – Developing a Social Hope: What Can We Hope for from Politics?’ 20 February 1991
• Letter to Ralph Waller, Principal of Manchester College, Oxford, from the Revd. Patrick Woodhouse, 10 December 1991
• Letter to all members of DASH, from the Bishop of Ely, 11 December 1991
• Letter to all members of DASH, from David Skidmore, 9 September 1991
• Letter to all members of DASH, from David Skidmore, 23 July 1991
• Notes of the meeting held on 11 April 1991 in Cambridge
• Map of York, with directions
• Letter to Participants in the ‘Towards Social Transformation’ Weekend Seminar, from Pat Logan, 4 September 1991
• Outline for a piece titled ‘God and Pluralism: Theological Reflections’, undated
• Programme of the above Weekend Seminar, with notes on the back
• Page titled ‘General Information about Cumberland Lodge’
• Christian Socialist Movement, Annual Report 1990–91
• Pages with notes under heading ‘Theological Reflections’ and ‘Talks for Pat Logan’
• Letter to DN from Pat Logan, 4 September 1991
• Travel directions to Cumberland Lodge
• ‘Board for Social Responsibility: the task of the Board’ outline, from David Skidmore
• Letter to DN from Patrick Woodhouse, 29 November 1990
• Piece titled ‘Outline Project and Book Proposal: Religion and Contemporary Capitalism – a World Survey’
• Letter to all DASH members from David Skidmore, 21 December 1990
‘Developing A Social Hope (DASH): Mission Statement’

From the Department of Religious Studies, Lancaster University, ‘Announcement and call for papers for the Conference: Religion and the Resurgence of Capitalism, to be held in Lancaster University 14-17 July 1991’

**Cream – General correspondence, articles/requests etc. etc.**

- Letter from DN to Professor Jurgen Moltmann, discussing Unitarianism etc., 3 July 1982
- 2 letters to DN from Duncan B. Forrester, February and May 1988
- Letter to DN from (?)Pico (full name not given), 26 April 1995
- Letter to DN from *Third World Quarterly*, re: a prospective article on Haiti, 3 February 1986
- Formal agreement between DN and Routledge and Kegan Paul re: the chapter for Archer’s book
- Letter to DN from *Third World Quarterly*, 1 August 1986
- Formal agreement between DN and *Third World Quarterly*, undated
- Correspondence with *Journal of Contemporary History*, 1973–5
- Letter to DN from The University of North Carolina, 28 November 1984
- Page outlining a project by the University of North Carolina, ‘Church, State, and the First Amendment: A North Carolina Dialogue’
- Letter to DN from Janet Godden, Blackwell, asking advice about publishing a Dictionary of Bible and Religion, 5 September 1984
- Brief outline of the Dictionary of Bible and Religion, with sample entries
- Correspondence with *Journal of the History of Ideas*, re: a paper on ‘Deity and Domination’, 1984
- Correspondence with the Chaplain, Keble College, Oxford; Darton Longman and Todd Ltd; and George Moyer, University of Manchester, 1983
- Letter from DN to *Government and Opposition*, 25 January 1973
- Letter to Dr. E. Thorp, from *Political Studies*, re: ‘an article’, 5 February 1979; attached is (?) Thorp’s assessment of the article
- Letter to DN from Prof. Kiichi Kusaka, Aoyama Gakuin University, Tokyo, 6 August 1978
- Letter to DN from the Association of Caribbean Historians, 27 January 1978
- Letter to DN from *The Geographical Magazine*, 8 November 1977
- Letter from DN to *The Geographical Magazine*, 24 October 1977
- Letter to DN from Kiichi Kusaka, 1 May 1978
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, re: staffing changes, October 1977
- Letter to DN from Political Studies, 10 January 1977; communications from the Journal of Theological Studies; two copies of a page beginning ‘Eugene TeSelle has written a stimulating and timely critique...’
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- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 5 July 1976
- Letter from DN to Annales, 23 September 1975; (?) part of the ‘enclosed article’ on Haiti; more correspondence with Annales, 1975; proofs of notes, in French; more correspondence with Annales, 1973–5; correspondence with Comparative Studies in Society and History, 1973
- Correspondence with Centre for Developing-Area Studies, McGill University, Canada, re: Economic Dependence and Political Autonomy: The Haitian Experience, 1973–5
- Two pages titled ‘Some comments on Nicholls Paper’
- Letter to DN from Journal of Commonwealth Political Studies, undated
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, 18 March 1975
- Outline of a prospective book, Positive and Negative Liberty, with introduction by DN (2 versions)
- Letter to DN from Government and Opposition, re: a suggested article on ‘Autarky’, 27 February 1975
- Letter to DN from Curtis Brown Ltd, 10 March 1975
- Letter to DN from Shaw-Maclean, 7 March 1975
- Letter to Prof. Bernard Crick from The Harvester Press Ltd, with handwritten note to DN, 11 December 1974
- Letter to DN from Macmillan, rejecting Economic Dependence and Political Autonomy, 9 May 1974
- Letter from DN to Editions Lemeac, the same as above, 25 April 1974
- Letter to DN from Shaw-Maclean, 21 January 1974
- Letter to DN from The Institute of Race Relations, 18 October 1973
- Letter to DN from The Institute of Race Relations, 14 January 1974
- Letter to DN from Religious Studies, rejecting a paper, 19 December 1973
- Letter to DN from the Secretary to the Dean, Christ Church, Oxford, re: ‘ Modifications and Movements’, 13 August 1973
- Letter to DN from Routledge and Kegan Paul, re: Church and State in Britain since 1820, 6 June 1973
- Letter from DN to The Institute of Race Relations, 5 October 1973
- Letter to DN, sender unspecified, 15 May 1973
- Notes with publications, addresses, topics
- Letter to DN from Aldine Publishing Company; letter from DN to Lieber-Atherton Inc; letter from DN to Aldine; further outlines of ‘Positive and Negative Liberty’; letter from DN to Prof. A.S. Kaufman, Dept. of Philosophy, University of Michigan, February–May 1973
- Letter to DN from Albert Somit, Professor of Political Science, 29 June 1973
- Letter from DN to Présence Africaine, 4 May 1973
- Letter from DN to Présence Africaine, 18 October 1972
- Correspondence with Social and Economic Studies, University of the West Indies, re: reviewing Haiti: The Politics of Squalor, 1972
- Letter to DN from Eric Cushway, Department of Political Science, University of Alberta, 28 March 1972
- Letter to DN from Institute of Caribbean Studies, 20 June 1972; fragment beginning ‘Je crois que le livre….. demandera d’etre mis a jour’; map of Haiti with locations of Catholic and Protestant Missions, 1969
- Letter to DN from Russell E. Lewis, Washington University, asking for a reprint of ‘Biology and Politics in Haiti’, 4 February 1972
- Abstract form for ‘Biology and Politics in Haiti’
Letter to DN from Prof. Bernard Crick, Dept. of Political Theory and Institutions, Sheffield University, 10 July 1969; copy of letter to Bernard Crick from Frances Welsh (details illegible); fragments of letter with sender and recipient unspecified; brief ‘Report on draft for “Culture and Tyranny” by David Nicholls’


Correspondence with Institute of Race Relations, 1971–2

Further correspondence with Institute of Race Relations, 1972

Correspondence with Douglas Hall, History Dept., University of the West Indies, 1973

Correspondence with Herard Jadotte, Nouvelle Optique, 1971–2

Page with postal addresses for various journals

Letter from DN to The Journal of Economic History, 4 December 1972

Letter to DN from Trinidad Publishing Co., 20 July 1972

Letter to DN from Michael Oakeshott, 8 July 1971

Letter to DN from Bernard Crick, Political Quarterly, 5 October 1972

Payment Voucher from The University of the West Indies

Letter to Editorial Nuestro Tiempo from the University of the West Indies

Subscription renewal form from Government and Opposition

Letter to DN from Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd

Outline titled ‘Comparative Systems of Colonial Rule: Britain and France’

Letter from DN to Mrs M.M. Carley, University of the West Indies, 23 September 1970

Letter to DN from Editorial Nuestro Tiempo, 26 April 1971

Correspondence with Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1968–9

Correspondence with E.V. Niemeyer, Embassy of the United States of America, Trinidad & Tobago, 1969–70

Photocopy of letter to unknown recipient, cc. DN, from Research Institute for the Study of Man, 29 May 1969

Letter to DN from Research Institute for the Study of Man, 6 November 1969

Correspondence with Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., Publishers, 1967–9

Photocopy of letter to Dr Preiswerck (full name not given), from Research Institute for the Study of Man, July 1968; general communication from Research Institute for the Study of Man titled ‘Center for Haitian Studies Established’

Letter to DN from G.R. Coulthard, University of the West Indies, 6 December 1969

Letter from DN to A. ‘Mac’ McIntyre at the Institute of Social and Economic Research, 13 November 1968

Letter from DN to A. ‘Mac’ McIntyre, 16 May 1969

Letter from DN to Vera Rubin, Research Institute for the Study of Man, 27 November 1969

Letter to DN from Vera Rubin, Research Institute for the Study of Man, 22 December 1969

Letter to DN from Centre for Developing-Area Studies, 25 May 1969

Statement of Royalties for Church and State in Britain Since 1820, 31 March 1971
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Orange – Faith and the Future: correspondence, outlines and reviews

- Letter to DN from the Bishop of London, with formal words of commendation for Faith and the Future, 14 October 1982
- Review by David L. Edwards of vols. 5, 6 and 8 of Faith and the Future, in Church Times, 14 October 1983
- Review list for The Authority of Divine Love by Richard Harries (vol. 6 of the series)
- Copy of The Seminarian, Easter 1983, enclosing:
  - Letter to DN from (?) Bishop Michael Ramsey, 23 April 1983
  - Article, ‘Which way now for Oxford Movement?’ by Douglas Brown in Church Times, 23 September 1983
  - Review of The Faith Abroad (vol. 4 of the series) and two other publications, by Sister Aelred Mary in ‘ODM’, January 1984
  - Review by Derek Allen of four volumes of Faith and Future, in Fairacres Chronicle, winter 1983
  - Brief mention of the Faith and the Future series, with special recommendation of Harries’ work, in The Bookseller, p. 500, 30 July 1983
  - Review by Michael J. Townsend of vols. 3, 7 and 9 in The Expository Times, November 1983
  - Brief mention of vols. 2, 5 and 8 of Faith and the Future in unspecified publication
  - Review of Church and Nation (vol. 2 of the series) in Church Times, 2 September 1983
  - Review by ‘G.K.’ of Choices (vol. 1 of the series) in Oxford Diocesan Magazine, July 1983
  - Brief mention of vols. 1 and 4 of Faith and the Future in p. 11 of Welsh Churchman, July 1983
  - Review by James S. Robertson of The Faith Abroad (vol. 4) in USPG Network, summer 1983
  - Review by Martin Goldsmith of The Faith Abroad (vol. 4) in British Weekly, 15 July 1983
  - Review by David L. Edwards of vols. 1 and 4 of Faith and the Future in Church Times, 22 April 1983
  - Review by Thomas Kala of vols. 3, 7 and 9 of Faith and the Future in Catholic Herald, 19 August 1983
  - Review by J.D. Crichton of Sacraments and Liturgy (vol. 9) in unknown publication, December 1983
  - Review by Max Parker of vols. 2, 3 and 9 of Faith and the Future in Reconciliation Quarterly, December 1983
  - Review by Gerald Bray of vols. 2, 5 and 8 of Faith and the Future in Church of England Newspaper, 16 December 1983
  - Review by D. Humphrey Scott of Choices (vol. 1) in Parson and Parish, December 1983
  - Article titled ‘Comment’ about the Oxford Movement, with mention of the series, in New Blackfriars, July 1983
  - Review by Gordon Landreth of Choices (vol. 1) of Faith and the Future, in Church of England Newspaper, 1 July 1983
  - Letter to ‘Miss Bury’ from Blackwell, 1 July 1983, cc. DN
- Formal agreement re: a volume of Faith and the Future, details unspecified
- Letter from DN to Marston Book Services, 22 October 1983, with invoice attached
Formal agreement between DN and Blackwell re: *Faith and the Future*, undated
Letter to DN from Blackwell, 23 October 1986
‘*Faith and the Future* series – stock situation on 31 August 1986’
Scrap of paper with calculations
Letter to DN from Blackwell, 12 May 1983
Letter to DN from Teresa Berger re: reviewing the series for the German public, 9 November 1983
Letter to Blackwell from The Church Union, 15 November 1983
‘Christian Books from Basil Blackwell’ leaflet
Invoice from Marston Book Services Ltd
Formal agreement (typewritten) between DN and Blackwell, 29 January 1982
Various lists of people: ‘Adds’, Authors, Organising Committee of the Oxford Movement Celebrations, Heads of Houses, Librarians, etc.
Letter to DN from Bishop W[...]. Way, 8 July 1983
Letter to the Revd. Dr Geoffrey Rowell, Keble College, from Blackwell, 15 June 1983
Letter to Dr Ralph Townsend (author of vol.8), from Blackwell, 5 July 1983
Letter to Revd. Richard Harries (author of vol. 6), from Blackwell, 5 July 1983
Letter to Revd. Prof. James Griffiths (author of vol. 5) from Blackwell, 5 July 1983
Letter to Revd. Peter Cornwell (author of vol. 2) from Blackwell, 5 July 1983
Review list for *Faith, Prayer and Devotion* (vol. 8) by Ralph Townsend
Review list for *Church, Ministry and Unity* (vol. 5) by James E. Griffiths
Review list for *Church and Nation* (vol. 2) by Peter Cornwell
Letter to DN from Revd. Stuart Winterhouse, 9 June 1983
Letter from C.A. McCaughy, 27 May 1983
Letter to Prod. Louis Weil (author of vol. 9) from Blackwell, 2 June 1983
Letter to Revd. Peter Davie (author of vol. 3) from Blackwell, 2 June 1983
Letter to Revd. John Muddiman (author of vol. 7) from Blackwell, 2 June 1983
Letter to DN from Blackwell, 31 May 1983
Letter to DN from on behalf of the Bishop of London, 17 May 1983
Card with funeral arrangements and notes
Letter to DN from Blackwell, 28 February 1983
Review list for *Pastoral Care and the Parish* (vol. 3) by Peter Davie
Review list for *The Bible: Fountain and Well of Truth* (vol. 7) by John Muddiman
Review list for *Sacraments and Liturgy* (vol. 9) by Louis Weil
Letter to DN from Blackwell, 3 May 1983; letter to Geoffrey Powell, Keble College, from Blackwell, 3 May 1983
Page with topics in/outline of *Church, Ministry and Unity*; page with comments on the synopses of six of the prospective volumes; another page with different comments on the same volumes; overview of topics discussed in *Church and Nation* (7 pages); page with conception of ‘The Oxford Movement and the Sacraments’ by Griffiss; page with conception of then-titled ‘The Catholic Movement and World Mission’; page with conception of ‘Prayer and Devotion in the Church today’ by Townsend; page with conception of ‘The Oxford Movement and the Liturgy’ by Weil; page with conception of ‘The Oxford Movement and Pastoral Work’ by Davie; page with untitled conception, presumably by Harries
Letter to DN from the secretary of the Archbishop of Canterbury, 25 April 1983
Letter to DN from the Archbishop of Canterbury, 3 May 1983
Letter to DN from Blackwell, 27 April 1983
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- Oxford Certificate of Theology prospectus
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 14 April 1983
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 12 April 1983
- Page with heading ‘Comp. Copies’, with list of recipients
- Letter from DN to Louis Weil, 4 October 1982
- Cover design for Choices by David Brown (vol. 1 of the series)
- Letter with heading ‘Promotion’ from Blackwell, undated
- Letter to David Brown, with review list for Choices
- Letter to John Davies, with review list for The Faith Abroad
- Page with ‘Reviewers’
- Blurb for Harries’ The Authority of Divine Love, with note from Blackwell attached
- Blurb for Davie’s Pastoral Care and the Parish
- Letter to Ralph Townsend from Blackwell, with blurb attached 4 March 1983
- Cover design for The Faith Abroad by John D. Davies
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 25 February 1983
- Letter to James Griffiss from Blackwell, 18 February 1983
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 14 February 1983
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 3 February 1983
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 8 February 1983
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 1 February 1983
- Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 31 January 1983
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 26 January 1983
- Suggestions for improving The Authority of Divine Love
- Letter to DN from Richard Harries, 13 January 1983
- Comments on The Authority of Divine Love
- Letter to DN, sender unspecified, 6 January 1983
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 13 January 1983, with letter to David Martian attached
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, with draft blurb of Sacraments and Liturgy attached
- Christmas card from Blackwell, featuring a picture from vol. 5 of the series
- Blurb for vols. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 of the series
- Page with notes
- Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 20 July 1982
- Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 29 July 1982
- Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 27 August 1982
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 7 July 1982, and what appears to be the reply
- Letter to Louis Weil from DN, 24 July 1982
- Page with notes
- Letter to DN from Ralph Townsend, 6 May 1982
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 10 May 1982
- Letter to ‘David’ with comments and suggestions on Choices, 14 May 1982
- Letter to DN from John D. Davies, 27 April 1982
- Letter to DN from Blackwell, 26 May 1982
- Scrap of paper with a comment on a text
- Page with ‘general comments’ on (?) Townsend’s book; two pages with comments by DN on Townsend’s book
- Letter to DN from John D. Davies, 1 June 1982
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 27 May 1982
• Letter to John D. Davies from DN, 12 May 1982, with comments on his MS attached
• ‘Style Sheet’ with the DN’s or the publishers’ preferred spelling and punctuation conventions
• Letter to Blackwell from James E. Griffiss, 21 June 1982; attached: promotion form and overview of his book
• Promotion form for ‘Free to Serve: a case for disestablishment’ by Peter Cornwell (published as *Church and Nation*), with overview of the book
• ‘Brief to authors’, with subheadings ‘Meeting’, ‘Length and format, ‘readership’ etc.
• Outline, with heading ‘promotion’, of Weil’s *Sacraments and Liturgy*
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 26 March 1982
• Letter to Blackwell from James E. Griffiss, 17 March 1982
• Letter to Blackwell from Louis Weil, 8 March 1982
• Letter to DN from John [?Muddiman], undated
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 5 February 1982
• Letter to DN from James Griffiss, 5 February 1982
• Letter to DN from James Griffiss, 28 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Peter Cornwell, undated
• Letter to DN from Bishop Michael Ramsey, 14 January 1982
• Letter to DN from John Baker, 26 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 18 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 10 January 1982
• Letter to DN from John D. Davies, 8 January 1982
• Letter to James Griffiss from DN, 20 January 1982
• Letter from DN to John Baker, 18 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 29 December 1981
• Letter to Louis Weil, 6 January 1982
• Letter to Richard Harries, 31 December 1981
• Letter to DN from Richard Harries, 6 November 1981
• Letter from DN to Bishop Michael [?Ramsey], 28 December 1981
• Letter to DN from Ralph Townsend, 11 November 1981
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 4 December 1981
• Letter to Richard Harries, 31 October 1981
• Letter to DN from David (full name not given), St Stephen’s House, Oxford, 17 December 1981
• Letter to DN from Alan Harrison, 5 April 1982
• Letter to Blackwell from John Davies, 28 March 1982; letter to DN from John Davies, 16 March 1982
• Letter from Alan Harrison, with note attached, 2 March 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 21 April 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 28 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 10 March 1982
• Letter to Peter Cornwell from Blackwell, 9 March 1982
• Letter to Blackwell, 22 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 20 January 1982
• Letter to Blackwell from DN, 14 January 1982
• Letter to Blackwell, 18 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 11 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 15 January 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 27 November 1981
• Page with notes
• Letter to Blackwell from DN, 19 October 1981; reply to this, 30 October 1981
• Letter to Collins Ltd from DN, 19 October 1981; reply to this, 23 October 1981
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 15 October 1982
• Page with notes: topics etc. to be covered in the series, under heading ‘150 Ann. Of Ox M. – Keble, Pusey, Newman’
• Page titled ‘Faith and the Future: Meeting between David Nicholls, David Martin, Norman Drake and Ludo Craddock to discuss promotion of the series, held on Monday, 4 October 1982’
• Blurbs of *Faith and the Future* and two of its titles, *Choices* and *The Faith Abroad*, in unknown publication
• 2 pages with notes
• Page from unspecified typescript beginning ‘Eucharist, and regularly lamented its neglect...’
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 14 September 1982
• Map sent with the above letter
• Page with icon by the Moscow School, 16th century, in the Zolotnitsky Collection, New York
• Piece by Bishop Michael Ramsey advertising one of the books in the series, Michaelmas 1982
• Three letters to DN from Bishop Michael Ramsey, 1982
• Blurbs of the titles in the series
• Letter to DN from John Muddiman, 12 August 1982
• Letter to DN from John Muddiman, 7 September (year unspecified)
• Two letters to DN from Blackwell, August and September 1982, and page with comments on capitalisation etc.
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 12 July 1982
• Outline of Griffiss’ book with provisional title ‘A Divine Commission’
• Letter to DN from James Griffiss, 1 December 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 7 December 1982
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 6 December 1982
• Letter to DN from James Griffiss, 17 November (year unspecified)
• Letter to DN from Ralph Townsend, 13 December 1982
• Letter to DN from Richard Harries, 11 October 1982
• Letter to DN from David Brown, 17 October 1982
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 11 October 1982
• Blackwell catalogue of forthcoming books, August 1982–February 1983
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 13 December 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 1 December 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 23 November 1982
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 8 November 1982
• Letter to DN on behalf of Richard Harries, 10 November 1982
• Letter to DN from Louis Weil, 1 November 1982
• Letter to DN from Blackwell, 10 September 1982; attached, blurb for *The Faith Abroad*, and comments on it
• Preface to the series by Bishop Michael Ramsey
• Letter to DN from Richard Harries, 27 October 1982
• Letter to Richard Harries from Gerald Priestland, 24 October 1982, with attached words of commendation
- Comments on proofs of *The Authority of Divine Love*
- Letter to DN from Ralph Townsend, 26 November 1982
- Projected outline of *Choices* by David Brown, here titled ‘Man & his Morals’
- Projected outline of *The Bible* by John Muddiman
- Letter to DN from Perry Butler, undated
- Page with notes with heading ‘Directions’ (evidently then the intended title for the series)
- Page with heading ‘Draft of brief to authors of “Directions” books’
- Page titled ‘Directions: Authors & editorial committee’, with contact details; blue page with notes; page titled ‘A Proposal for a Series of Books’
- Page titled ‘150th Anniversary of the Oxford Movement: Notes Publications Group meeting, 4 January 1982’
- Letter to DN from Perry Butler, 7 December 1981
- Letter to DN from Perry Butler, undated
- Letter to DN from Perry Butler, undated
- Meeting agenda, with heading ‘Oxford Movement 1983 celebrations’
- Pages with handwritten notes: names, topics, contact details
- ‘Oxford Movement Anniversary Publications Group, Notes of meeting on Monday 5 October 1981’
- Page with handwritten notes, similar to above
- ‘Oxford Movement Anniversary Publications Group, Notes of meeting held on Friday 30 October at Oriel College’
- Page (yellow) with handwritten notes
- Blank ‘Basil Blackwell Project Proposal’ form; page with financial calculations
- Letter from DN, recipient(s) unstated, 8 November 1981
- Page with authors’ names and ticks etc. under them
- Page with notes, with heading ‘Sacraments’
- ‘An interim list of speakers for the Oxford Movement conference’
- Letter to DN from Geoffrey (full name not given), Keble College, 5 January 1982
- Correspondence with Blackwell, 17 May 1982
Dark green/blue binder – contains correspondence with people who knew Figgis, transcriptions from works pertaining to Figgis and his ideas, et al.

Yellow folder – DN’s ‘Politics and the Church of England’ in Political Quarterly, April 1990; writings by Kenneth Leech and Jonathan Chaplin

Green hard-cover binder – DN’s undergraduate notes on the history of political thought, with relevant newspaper clippings from the 1950s

Maroon hard-cover binder – Catalogue of Figgis’ MSS in Mirfield, Yorkshire; transcriptions of Figgis’ writings


Black hard-cover folder (i) – Source material on theological themes, especially on Church–State relations; miscellanea

Black hard-cover folder (ii) – Figgis materials and transcriptions; source material on political philosophy and theology

Buff folder – ‘Politics’ – correspondence, photocopies of articles, miscellanea

Dark green/blue binder – ‘Figgis w[or]k / letters’ – contains correspondence with people who knew Figgis, transcriptions from works pertaining to Figgis and his ideas, et al.

- Letter to DN from C. Creighton, 25 July 1958
- Handwritten notes on Figgis: biographical details, quotations from secondary reading, etc.
- Bound with metal ring (correspondence all concerns Figgis):
  - Three pages of recollections of Figgis in Marnhull village, in neat hand, author not named
  - List of visits by Figgis to (?) High Hall, Wimborne
  - Notes on Figgis in Marnhull
  - Recollections by ‘Tom (Church warden)’, a choir boy when Figgis was in Marnhull
  - Page beginning ‘Arthritis in knee in youth’ with more brief facts/anecdotes
  - Page with heading ‘Fr. L.S. Thornton’
  - Two pages, with heading ‘Conversation with misses M.A. & K.E. Figgis’
  - Letter to DN from G.P. Buriston, The Junior School, Brighton College, 3 November 1958
  - Letter from the same, with same date
  - Page with ‘Extract from “Brighton College Register 1847–1922”‘ – biographical details about Figgis
  - Two pages with ‘Notes from Brighton College sources’ – Figgis’ ‘School career’
  - Page with DN’s notes
  - Letter to DN from Bishop Arthur Greaves, Lincoln, 24 October 1958
  - Letter to DN from P.W. Hill, Brede Rectory, 23 October 1958
  - Letter to DN from Broughton & Co. Solicitors, 27 October 1958
  - Letter to DN from Bishop Harold Buxton, 27 October 1958
- Letter to DN from P.W. Hill, 28 October 1958
- Letter to DN from New Statesman, 29 October 1958
- Note from The Observer, undated
- Letter to DN from The Observer, 30 October 1958
- Letter to DN from Eileen Figgis, 2 November 1958
- Letter to DN from Bishop Harold Buxton, 31 October 1958
- Note from New Statesman, undated
- Letter to DN from Kathleen Figgis, 13 August 1958
- Postcard to DN from Kathleen Figgis, 21 July 1958
- Letter to DN from E. Betchley, undated
- Letter to DN from Edith M. Winstanley
- Letter to DN from the Bishop of London’s secretary, 2 May 1958
- Letter to DN from Kathleen Figgis, 4 June 1958
- Letter to DN from Kathleen Figgis, 11 June 1958
- Letter to DN from Kathleen Figgis, 26 June 1958
- Postcard to DN from Kathleen Figgis, 7 July 1958
- Letter to DN from Church Quarterly Review, 9 June 1958
- Letter to DN from Tressilian C. Nicholas, Trinity College Cambridge, 30 July 1958
- Letter to DN from Tressilian C. Nicholas, 22 July 1958
- Letter to DN from Dr. J.R.G. Bradfield, 5 August 1958
- Letter to DN from Robin Denniston, The Faith Press Ltd, undated
- Letter to DN from Robin Denniston, 20 October 1958
- Letter to DN from E. Lenox Figgis, 3 November 1958
- Letter to DN from H.A. (?) Holland, 15 October 1958
- Letter to DN from The Times, 10 October 1958
- Letter to DN from Howard L. Stickney, 17 September 1958
- Note from The Daily Telegraph
- Letter to DN from Isabel A. Tracey, 5 November 1958
- Page with dates; letter to DN from Isabel Tracey, 8 February 1959
- Letter to DN from C. King, 3 November 1958
- Letter to DN from E.G. Levien, 8 November 1958
- Letter to DN from Holy Trinity Church, Marylebone Road, London, 6 November 1958
- Letter to DN from E.M. Coates-Walker, 22 October [1958]
- Letter to DN from F. Figgis, 8 November 1958
- Letter to DN from a departmental records officer at the Home Office, 24 November 1958
- Note from King’s College Cambridge, November 1958
- Letter to DN from Rev. M.G. Tucker, 8 May 1958
- Letter to DN from Dean E.G. Selwyn, Winchester, 17 March 1958
- Letter to DN from Margaret Wilkins, 24 November 1958
- Postcard from [...] Jenkins, Christ Church, Oxford, 16 June 1958
- Letter to DN from the Bishop of Argyll and the Isles, 14 May 1958
- Letter to DN from Ernest Barker, 22 April 1958
- Letter to DN from M.G. Tucker, 23 April, year unspecified
- Letter to DN from Edward C. Wood, 20 November 1958
- Letter to DN from Bishop Harold Buxton, 29 June 1959
- Letter to DN from Kathleen Figgis, 25 February 1959
- Letter to DN from Maude Walton, 17 November 1958,
- Letter to DN from C.A.G. Ward, 18 November 1958
- Letter to DN from David Palmer, 20 October 1958
- Note from Spectator, undated
- Letter to DN from the War Office Records Centre, 4 December 1958
- Letter to DN from New Statesman, 1 December 1958
- Transcription of letter from Figgis to ‘My dear Aunt’, 16 February 1917
- Notes on Figgis (presumably) from conversation with Revd. F.A. Simpson
- Notes on Figgis from conversation with the Dean of Ely
- Notes on Figgis with heading ‘Pickthorne’
- Page with single observation (‘He was bad at shaving...’); overleaf, notes on Figgis from Sir Will Spens (2 pages)
- Letter to DN from Ann W[...]
- Letter to DN from Edward P. Smith, a cousin of Figgis, 3 November 1958
- Several pages of notes with heading ‘Mirfield Chap[...]’
- Page about the sinking of HMS Andania, the after-effects of which appear to have killed Figgis

- The following pages are now loose, but originally part of the above:
  - Three sides of transcribed quotations; one side with typewritten transcription from Tess of the D’Urbervilles, Chapter 2
  - Transcription of letter to ‘Hutton’ from Figgis, ‘probably early 1915’
  - Four sides of notes with heading ‘General Background J.N.F.’, with quotations
  - Letter to DN from Roderick Macdonald, Physician Superintendent at Holloway Sanatorium, Surrey, where Figgis was admitted with ‘acute melancholia’, 8 August 1960
  - Page with recollections of Figgis by Margaret Wilkins, undated
  - Two typewritten pages numbered ‘2’ and ‘3’, without heading, beginning ‘rocking on railings...’

Bound with cord (of the original binder):
- Quotations on ‘A Politics and History’ – 76 pages, 291 quotations; one blank page
- Quotations on ‘B Theology’ – 27 pages, 169 quotations; one blank page
- Quotations from Church Times titled ‘Dr. Figgis on Bergson’ and ‘Dr Figgis on Fenelon’; one blank page
- Quotations ‘C On J.N.F.’ – 15 pages, 110 quotations
- Three sides with notes, beginning ‘2 views of society...’; one blank page
- Transcribed correspondence between Figgis and Lord Acton (six sides)
- Notes ‘D English Literature, Poets etc.’ – one side
- Transcription with heading ‘Dr Johnson’ – ‘Essay on Dr Johnson in Notebook 3’
- Loose page with quotations, no heading

- Article by Mark D. Chapman, ‘Church, State and the Trinity: David Nicholls, politics and theology’
- Letters from Political Quarterly, 1989
- Page with topics/ideas
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- Proofs of the same, with annotations
- Article by Kenneth Leech, ‘Moving right for Jesus’ in *New Statesman and Society*, 25 August 1989
- Talk given by Kenneth Leech at the conference of Greater Manchester Voluntary Services Council on 1 November 1988, ‘The Struggle Against Poverty: Keeping the Vision Alive’
- Sermon given by Kenneth Leech in Durham Cathedral on 27 January (year unspecified), ‘Hope for the Hopeless’

**Green hard-cover binder** – DN’s undergraduate notes on the history of political thought, with relevant newspaper clippings from the 1950s

- Page with heading ‘History of Political Thought’ – appears to be an exam paper outline
- Notes with heading ‘Medieval Political Thought’, with doodles
- Notes with heading ‘History of Political Thought’, numbered at 12 leaves (24 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Aristotle – E. Baker’ (4 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Aristotle – Foster’ (4 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Aristotle – (?)Brookes’ (2 sides)
- Notes without heading, numbered pp. 13–22, evidently a continuation of ‘History of Political Thought’ above
- Notes with heading ‘Aquinas – from D’[...] (8 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Aquinas – Fish’ (2 sides)
- Notes numbered pp. 23–26, continuation of ‘History of Political Thought’ above
- Notes with heading ‘Hobbes – W.T. Jones’ (10 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Locke – W.T. Jones’ (6 sides)
- Notes numbered p. 27, continuation of ‘History of Political Thought’ above
- Notes with heading (?) M.J.O., numbered (8 leaves/16 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘The English Utilitarians’ (5 leaves/10 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘J.S. Mill’ (5 leaves/10 sides)
- Essay by DN on J.S. Mill, his ‘proof’ of utility, and the soundness of his political views
- Further notes on Mill
- Notes on Coleridge, numbered in the outer corner (43 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘T.H. Green, notes from Pol. Obligation’ (7 leaves/14 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘T.H. Green & the Idealists – A.D. Lindsay’ (2 leaves/4 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘T.H.G[reen]’ (2 leaves/4 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Liberty Equality Fraternity, J.F. Stephen’ (5 leaves/10 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘History of Continental Socialist Thought’ (18 leaves/36 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘French Political Thought’ (15 leaves/30 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘French Thinkers’ (9 leaves/18 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–59)’ (3 leaves/6 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Alexis de Tocqueville (from H.J. Laski in Hearnshaw)’ (3 leaves/6 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘History of Political Thought 1800–80’ (11 leaves/22 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Kant (1724–1804)’ (2 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Kierkegaard’ (2 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘N[...] Foster (Plato & Hegel)’ (6 leaves/12 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Hegel – Karl Popper’ (2 leaves/4 sides)
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- Collection of newspaper clippings on matters of political philosophy
- Notes with heading ‘Reybourn on Hegel’s Phil. Of Right’ (2 leaves/4 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Hegel’s Political Philosophy – G.H. Sabine (Phil. Review 1932)’ (3 leaves/6 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Hegel – Philosophy of Right’ (4 leaves/8 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Notes on Hegel – Philosophy of History’ (6 leaves/12 sides)
- Notes with heading ‘Marxism and Communism’ (11 leaves/22 sides)
- Article from The Listener, ‘Karl Marx and the Communist Manifesto’ by Maurice Cranston
- Notes with heading ‘Marx–Engles, Communist Manifesto – Laski’ (4 leaves/8 sides)

Maroon hard-cover binder – Catalogue of Figgis’ MSS in Mirfield, Yorkshire; transcriptions of Figgis’ writings
- John Neville Figgis: Catalogue of the MSS in the Library of the Community of the Resurrection, Mirfield, Yorks. – with lists of:
  - Notebooks
  - Sermons and separate papers
  - Letters
  - Separate page, bound in, numbered ‘10’, beginning ‘of the House of Commons was that interests...’
  - Piece titled ‘Figgis on Ockham’ (15 pages)
  - Separate page, bound in, numbered ‘13’, beginning ‘declared, that the State...’
  - Piece titled ‘Figgis on Marsilius II’ (1 page)
  - Piece titled ‘Figgis on Marsilius. III’ (14 pages)
  - Separate page, bound in, numbered ‘11’, beginning ‘The state is not by them represented...’
  - Piece titled ‘Figgis on Aquinas’ (16 pages)
  - Separate page, bound in, numbered ‘12’, beginning ‘alongside the churches, trade unions...’
  - Piece titled ‘Figgis on S. Augustine’ (20 pages)

Black hard-cover folder (i) – Source material on theological themes, especially on Church–State relations; miscellaneous

- Page with heading ‘Index’
- Page with writers/publications
- Page with heading ‘Crime and Sin in American Thought’, with list of names
- Page with heading ‘Calvinists and Puritans’, with list of names
- Page with heading ‘Roman Catholics’, with list of names
- Page with heading ‘Anglican Writers on Politics’, with list of names
- Clippings from The Listener, 1958
- Page with heading ‘Political Ideologies’, with list of topics/ideas
- Envelope containing notice of the Gladstone Memorial Prize awarded to DN
- Page with heading ‘[Chris]tians and Politics’, with list of publications
- Seven pages with notes, chiefly quotations from various works
- Quotations from the writings of Figgis and others, untitled, with ‘A’ in the top-left corner of p. 1 (10 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘B: William of Occam’ (6 leaves)
- Quotations from John of Paris and Occam (4 smaller leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘Marsilius of Padua – Defensor Pacis’ (9 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘C: John Calvin’ (8 leaves, plus one blank)
- Page with notes, with heading ‘Calvinism and [...]’
- Quotations with heading ‘Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos (Laski etc.)’ (5 leaves)
- Quotations with heading (?) ‘Toleration D’ (3 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘Church and State E’ (4 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘Herbert Thorndike in Works Vol.1 pt.2 (F)’ (21 leaves)
- Page with two quotations from Thomas Bilson, The True Difference Between Christian Subjection and Unchristian Rebellion (1586)
- Quotations with heading ‘Jesuit and R.C. [...], G’ (7 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘Suarez’ (2 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘Martin (?)Becanns’ (4 leaves)
- Notes with heading ‘Early Jesuits’ (2 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘Secular, H’ (1 leaf)
- Quotation with heading ‘I, Early Fathers up to c. Augustine’
- Quotations with heading ‘J, Hugo Grotius’ (4 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘Samuel Pufendorf’ (9 leaves)
- Quotations from the Bible, beginning ‘Rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft’ (1 leaf)
- Quotations/notes with heading ‘Law & Sin’ (19 leaves)
- Quotations with heading ‘Westminster Cathedral Chronicle’ (1 leaf)
- Quotation with heading ‘Crime & Sin’
- Page with quotations from Dublin Review, concerning the Irish Censorship Board
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**Black hard-cover folder (ii)** – Figgis materials and transcriptions; source material on political philosophy and theology
- List of books by Figgis
- Booklet about Marnhull Church, Dorset
- Notes with heading ‘Figgis: Synopsis of Thesis’
- Clipping from the *Evening Standard*, about Sir Anthony Bevir, 11 October 1958
- Page with heading ‘On Figgis in the US’ with a postal address
- Page with heading ‘Figgis’ style’
- Death certificate of Samuel Bradley Figgis, d. 28 March 1956
- Photograph of Figgis
- Negatives of Figgis in Kodak envelope
- Page with heading ‘Books [...] on J.N.F.’
- List of newspapers; form from the Newspaper Library in the British Museum
- List of articles on Figgis
- List of ‘Figgis Sermons at Murfield’; list of letters and of notebooks
- Typewritten list of Figgis’ sermons
- ‘Letters continued’
- Transcript of ‘A.E. Housman & Francis Thompson’, by (?) Figgis
- Transcript of ‘J.M. Synge and the Keltic Movement’, by (?) Figgis
- Transcripts of certain letters of Figgis
- List of ‘People who would remember J.N.F.’
- Transcriptions of quotations, with annotations/marks by Figgis
- Quotations with heading ‘Other writers on Augustine, Marsilius, Aquinas, Ockham etc.’
- Notes with heading ‘Figgis as a Historian’
- ‘[?]Gierke quotations by Figgis in C.M.S.’
- Quotations with heading ‘Modernism etc. & Religious Thought in Figgis periodicals’
- Quotations with heading ‘Pragmatism’
- Quotations with heading ‘Jurisprudence’
- Quotations with heading ‘Toleration’
- Quotations with heading ‘On Pluralism’
- Quotations with heading ‘Harold J. Laski’
- Quotations with heading ‘“Natural Churches as the Church Universal” [by] F. Dvornik’
- Quotations with heading ‘Acton (on Marsilius etc.)’
- Transcribed letters from Acton to Figgis
- Quotations with heading ‘F.W Maitland’
- Quotations with heading ‘O[otto von] Gierke Text in P.T.M.A.’
- Quotations with heading ‘M[...][Mandell?] Creighton’

**Buff folder** – ‘Politics’ – correspondence, photocopies of articles, miscellanea
- Fax to Bernard Crick from Sue Neville at Macmillan, 11 October 1996
- Scrap of paper with quotation from Normal Fowler, Chair of Conservative Party, 1993
- Page with heading ‘Dev D Int’ with quotations
- Letter to DN from Professor August Monzon, 29 January 1996
- Notes with heading ‘Humanism of Herbert of Cherbury’
- Notes with heading ‘Pluralism of good’
Photocopy of an article, ‘Sociologie Marxiste et Ideologie Marxiste’ by Maxime Rodinson in *Diogene*, 64, 1968

Letter to DN from Tariq Modood, Policy Studies Institute, 16 January 1996

Outline of a conference on ‘Establishment, Reform and Multiculturalism’, 20 October 1995

Outline of study ‘Changing Ethnic Identities’ published by the Policy Studies Institute

Photocopy of article ‘Was Mill a Moral Scientist’ by S.J. Heans, in *Philosophy*, vol. 67, January 1992

Photocopy of article ‘Associative Democracy’ by Paul Hirst in *Dissent*, vol. 41 (2)

‘The Transformation of Anglican Political Theology, c. 1716–1760’ by Robert E. Sullivan in *Politics, Politeness and Patriotism*, Folger Institute, 1993

Letter to DN sent on behalf of Professor Mart Bax, Faculty of Socio-Cultural Studies, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, 17 May 1993

Also in box:

Photograph of Figgis, in envelope

Negative of Figgis photograph, in envelope